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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation is motivated by the recent increase in formation of product 

standards in many high technology markets. These markets are characterized by 

a high degree of technological uncertainty and high levels of R&D expenditures 

by incumbent firms. In this dissertation we examine how how rapid technological 

change in the environment affects firms incentive to standardize. We also examine 

how product standards affect R&D investment levels and how firms' competence 

in different types of innovation affects their preferences for compatibility. 

We developed a game theoretical model in which firms make both compatibility 

and R&D investment decisions. We first studied how rapid technological change 

in high technology markets affects firms' incentive to standardize. We find that 

the inherent technological uncertainty in high technology environments promotes 

the formation of standards. This result is in contrast to the popular view that in 

technologically uncertain environments standards are less likely to be formed. Our 

results suggest that incumbent firms can use standards to protect themselves from 

the threat of displacement by exogenously developed superior technology. In other 

words, incumbent firms can use compatibility as a competitive tool to deter entry. 

We also find that compatibility generally leads to higher investments in mi

nor R&D. In contrast, compatibility decreases investment in breakthrough R&D. 

This result suggests that standards affect the nature of R&D competition. Before 

products are standardized, firms are more likely to invest in developing new break

through technologies. In contrast, when products become standardized innovation 

efforts will be focused on developing minor improvements for the present technol

ogy. We also examined how firms' R&D competence will affect their preferences for 

compatibility. Our results show that firms which are more efficient at developing 
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at minor product improvements have a stronger preference for compatibility than 

firms which are less efficient in minor R&D. In contrast, firms which are efficient in 

developing breakthrough technologies find standardization a less attractive option. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Product compatibility is a critically important issue for many high technol

ogy industrial and consumer products such as telecommunications, computers, 

VCRs and cameras. This is because compatibility permits communication and 

interchangeable usage across different systems. For example, compatibility among 

different computer systems (e.g., IBM and Macintosh) enables users of one system 

to use software written for another. Thus, compatibility greatly enhances the per

formance capabilities and usage flexibility of any system. The decision to make 

compatible or incompatible products is a strategic decision which substantially 

influences the performance of companies. For example, Sun Microsystems has ef

fectively used standards as a strategic tool to become one of the fastest growing 

companies ever (Hall and Barry 1990). With recent advances in information tech

nology, compatibility decisions are gaining even greater significance and top level 

managers are increasingly involved in making these decisions. 

This dissertation is motivated by the recent increase in formation of product 

standards in many high technology markets. These markets are characterized by 

high degrees of technological uncertainty and high levels of R&D expenditures by 

incumbent firms. In this dissertation we study how rapid technological change in 

high technology markets affects firms' incentive to standardize. We also examine 

how the outcome of the standardization process affects firms' incentives to inno

vate. In our scenario, firms face a technologically turbulent environment in which 

there is a possibility that an exogenous firm will enter the market and displace 

the incumbent firms. We develop an analytical model in which firms make both 

compatibility and R&D decisions. Thus, in contrast to prior research we simulta

neously study both compatibility and R&D decisions in an integrated framework. 
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Previous researchers have traditionally studied compatibility and R&D deci

sions of firms separately. For example, Katz and Shapiro(1985), Farrell and Sa

loner (1985, 1988) study compatibility decisions of firms. Similarly, there is a 

substantial body of literature on R&D decisions. There is however little theoreti

cal work which examines firms compatibility and R&D decisions in an integrated 

framework. Moreover, although many authors have previously postulated that 

standards adversely affect innovation (see e.g., Saloner 1990) there appears to be 

only two empirical studies which examine the impact of standards on innovation. 

To complicate matters, the findings of these studies are contradictory. Link(1983) 

finds that standards and R&D are positively related while Lecraw(1984) finds the 

opposite. An integrated examination of a firms' compatibility and R&D decisions 

therefore provides a richer theoretical analysis and also help resolve these appar

ently contradictory results. 

Such an integrated framework can also help provide answers to several other 

important questions. For example, it can provide some understanding as to how 

compatibility decisions affect the subsequent R&D investments decisions of firms. 

Similarly, the framework can provide 

an understanding of the impact of a firm's R&D capabilities on its preference 

for compatibility. Also, we can examine how the threat of exogenous entry affects 

the compatibility and R&D decisions of incumbent firms. Since high technology 

firms are characterized by such uncertainty this issue can aid our understanding 

of how firms should make decisions in such environments. Finally, we can also 

examine whether compatibility decisions of firm changes the nature of and the 

time path of R&D that firms undertake. For example, Abernathy and Utterback 

(1977) argue that in mature industries with standardized products - the incumbent 
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firms spend more in developing new products early in the product life cycle and 

focus on minor product improvements in the later stages. This suggests that 

standards can have a major impact on the nature of R&D competition. Each 

of these issues have obvious major implications for managers. Moreover, since 

standards and compatibility mandates are often government-imposed, regulators 

must understand the impact of such decisions on innovation within and across 

industries. 

The dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we review the relevant 

literature on standards. In Chapter 3, we develop a game theoretical model for 

our analysis in order to examine how standardization affects and is affected by 

innovation. In Chapter 4, we first examine a special case of the general model in 

which firms only make compatibility decisions and do not invest in R&D. In this 

model firms face an external threat which represents technological uncertainty in 

the environment. In Chapter 5, we allow firms to make R&D decisions and analyze 

the impact of standards on innovation. We also examine how R&D capabilities of 

firms influence their compatibility preferences. In Chapter 6, we present the results 

from an experimental study in which we test some of the results of our theoretical 

model. In Chapter 7, we summarize the major finding from this dissertation. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In recent years there has been a substantial growth in the literature on com

patibility standards. In this chapter we briefly review this literAture. The review 

is divided into four sections. In the first section, we consider the various factors 

which affect firms' incentives to standardize. In the next section, we consider 

various mechanisms by which standards can be formed. In the third section, we 

examine various strategies that firms may employ to set standards. Finally, we 

consider the impact of standard formation on innovation and market structure. 

2.1 Factors Affecting Standardization 

One of the major reasons for the adoption of standards, especially in high 

technology markets, is the presence of network externality. Network externality 

refers to the increased utility that a consumer receives as the number of consumers 

who have adopted the product increases. For example, the utility that a consumer 

receives from adopting a telephone is a function of the number of people who 

have subscribed to the telephone service. Network benefits are also important 

for computers, VCRs, compact disks, software, networking systems and numerous 

other product categories. Katz and Shapiro (1985) show that in the presence of 

network externalities, standardization leads to increased market size and increased 

profits for firms. Therefore, their analysis suggests that in such markets we should 

see voluntary standardization. 

Farrell and Saloner (1985) examine the case when consumers are uncertain 

about other consumers' preferences and network externalities are present in the 
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market. Their analysis shows that in such cases markets may exhibit excess mo-

mentum or excess inertia in the adoption of a new technology. Excess inertia 

occurs when no consumer is sure that he/she will be followed by others in adopt

ing the new technology and therefore is unwilling to adopt the new technology. 

Consequently, all consumers refuse to adopt the new technology although every

one would be better off with adoption. Alternatively, excess momentum can also 

occur. In this case, the early adopter substantially influences the expected returns 

to later adopters that he/she adopts that product - although non adoption would 

be socially beneficial. Perfect information can resolve this dilemma. However, if 

consumers' have different and opposing interests, coordination problems can exist 

even with perfect information. 

Network benefits can also lead to adoption of inferior technologies. Arthur 

(1990) shows that in the presence of network benefits - the success of a technology 

may be determined by random events early on in the product life 'cycle. David 

(1987) argues that the QWERTY format for keyboards is an example of such a 

case. He argues that the early lead that QWERTY format gained established it 

as the defacto standard although superior alternatives existed 1. The adoption of 

polyphase AC for electrical supply systems is also attributed to random events in 

the early stages of product life cycles (David and Bunn 1988) . Similar attributions 

are made for and the adoption of Internal Combustion Engines (Rosen, Schnaars 

and Shani 1988). 

Another important motivation for standardization is that standards reduce the 

risks that consumers perceive in adopting a new product. Consumers are willing 

to adopt a new technology if they are certain that they will not be stranded 

lLiebowitz and Margolis (1989) have questioned the validity of Arthur's' account of events 
leading to QWERTY success 
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with an obsolete technology. The presence of mUltiple formats often confuses 

consumers and discourages adoption. For example, in the market for quadraphonic 

sound systems- two incompatible systems were backed by different coalitions. This 

resulted in confusion among customers and as a result the quadraphonic sound 

technology failed to diffuse in the market. This uncertainty can be reduced by a 

firm either by reaching an agreement with competitors on a common standard or 

by licensing its technology to them (Farrell and Gallini 1988). 

In markets for multi-component systems standards can increase consumer de

mand by increasing the available variety to consumers (Matutes and Regibeau 

1988, Einhorn 1992). This is because compatibility among different components 

of a system allows consumers to mix and match components. Consequently con

sumers have more available variety. For example, in the case of IBM compatible 

personal computers, a consumer can buy the hard disk, the floppy drive and the 

monitor from different manufacturers to get a system of choice. In contrast, for 

Macintosh computers a consumer must purchase all these components as a bundled 

system. Thus, consumers have more variety when they buy an IBM compatible 

computer. Matutes and Regibeau (1988) show that in multiple component sys

tems, compatibility leads to higher total demand and reduced price competition 

among firms. However, standards can also reduce variety (Farrell and Saloner 

1986a) and thus may decrease demand. Thus, in markets where consumers have 

widely different tastes, standards may not be desirable. 

Firms may also wish to adopt a standard in order to reduce the chances of 

failure. Since the development of a new technology can cost millions of dollars 

- firms may wish to standardize in order to guarantee that they will be able to 

recoup some of their developmental profits. This is particularly true when stan-
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dards substantially impact the rate of diffusion of a new technology. For example, 

standardization in the early days of the automobile industry greatly facilitated 

industry growth (Thompson 1954). 

Asymmetries among firms can also affect firms' incentives to standardize. Katz 

and Shapiro (1985) argue that consumer expectations can often determine which 

technology will dominate the market. In the presence of dominant manufacturers, 

smaller firms often have incentives to make their products compatible with domi

nant firms (Katz and Shapiro 1985). For example, at the advent of IBM personal 

computers numerous firms entered with IBM compatible computers in the antic

ipation that IBM compatibility will become the defacto standards for personal 

computers. 

Dominant firms often oppose compatibility standards. This is because stan

dardization decreases their chances of earning monopoly profits. For example, 

Lotus Corporation sued software manufacturers using interface menus similar to 

that of Lotus 123. Katz and Shapiro (1992) find that (new) superior technolo

gies are likely to be incompatible with existing standards. Standards are opposed 

by firms with superior technology since standardization decreases the chance that 

they will be able to earn monopoly profits. 

Product standards reduce perceived differentiation among firms and therefore 

may be opposed by many firms. There is considerable evidence from the personal 

computer industry to suggest that differentiation is lost as a result of compatibil

ity (e.g., The Economist 1993). Farrell and Saloner (1985) refer to standards as 

"spurious product differentiation". Hemenway (1975) also argues that standards 

reduce differentiation. The National Industry Conference Board (1929) in Survey 

of Standards concluded "The object of standards and specifications is primarily 
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to eliminate superficial barriers and to center attention on price". This loss of 

differentiation can lead to profit eroding price wars among firms. 

There are numerous unresolved issues in the existing literature. For example, 

there is little research which examines how rapid technological change in the en

vironment affects the formation of standards. Rosen et al. (1988) suggest that 

standards are less likely to be formed in technologically uncertain environments. 

However, there is little analytical work which examines this issue. There is also lit

tle theoretical or empirical research which examines how firm specific factors e.g., 

R&D capabilities, marketing expertise etc. affect firms' preferences for standard

ization. Since rapid technological change is an important characteristic of high 

technology markets in which standards are increasingly becoming important it is 

useful to examine these issues. 

2.2 Strategies for Setting Standards 

There are numerous mechanisms by which compatibility standards may be 

formed. In the following sections we discuss the major strategies that firms may 

use to set standards. 

2.2.1 Attempt to Set a Proprietary standard 

Firms often attempt to dominate the market by trying to promote their pro

prietary standards. The advantage of this strategy is that successful firms reap 

above normal profi ta. Examples of such companies include Intel Corporation 

for microprocessor chips, MS-Windows for operating systems and Novell for net

working systems. There are numerous strategies that firms can use in order to 
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standardize the market on their proprietary format. These include penetration 

pricing, agreements with complementary product manufacturers and product pre

announcements. However attempting to set a proprietary standard is usually quite 

a risky strategy. The unsuccessful firm can be driven out of the market. 

Penetration Pricing 

If firms attempt to set proprietary_ ~a,l:..ds they must attempt to build an 

installed base of consumers early in the product life cycle. One method to achieve 

this is by the use of penetration pricing. Thus, firms sell the new product at a 

substantially reduced price in the early stages of the product life cycle (Katz and 

Shapiro 1986). For example, many computer software companies give away the 

first version of their software in the form of shareware which consumers can copy 

for free. Xie and Sirbu (1994) examine the pricing decisions of a duopolist in a 

dynamic model. They find that in the presence of strong network externalities -

firms charge lower prices in the beginning and increase prices over time. Klemperer 

(1987) finds that in markets with switching costs, firms charge lower prices in the 

earlier period and increase prices in later periods. Thus, in general we would expect 

to see the use of penetration pricing strategies when firms are competing in order 

to build installed base. 

Attracting Suppliers of Complementary Components 

In many markets the success of a product ultimately depends on the availability 

of complementary products. For example, com.puter hardware is of little value 

without software, CD players have no value without CDs and cameras are worthless 

without photographic films. In such markets firms often seek the cooperation 
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of complementary component manufacturers. For example, Microsoft encourages 

independent software developers to write application software for its operating 

system. Some companies purchase companies producing complementary products, 

in order to ensure the availability of complementary products for their system. This 

was an important motivation for Sony's decision to acquire Columbia Pictures. 

Product Preannouncements 

Firms can also attempt to influence consumer choice by preannouncing the 

introduction of their new products. For example, Microsoft announces its oper

ating system months in advance. This encourages consumers to wait and prevent 

them from buying competitor's products. Such preannouncements can help firms 

maintain or promote their proprietary standards. This may be particularly true 

in the case of dominant firms since consumers are more likely to believe product 

preannouncements by such firms. However, preannouncements can also hurt firms 

since announcement of a new product may encourage a firm's consumers to wait. 

Consequently a firm may be deprived of current cash flow. If a substantially su

perior new technology comes in, the firm may be worse off by pre-announcing its 

products. 

2.2.2 Form Coalitions with Competitors 

Another way by which standards can be set are by coalitions among firms in the 

market. For example, Sony and Philips voluntarily cooperated to set a standard for 

compact disks. Similarly, the success of VHS format for VCRs was largely a result 

of the successful coalitions building efforts by Matsushita (Cusumano, Mylonadis 

and Rosenbloom 1990). There are also numerous committees in which firms par

ticipate in order to agree on a common standard. These include the American 
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National Standards Institute (ANSI), International Organization of Standardiza

tion (ISO) and the Consultative Committee for Telephone and Telegraph (CCITT). 

The advantage of such coalitions is that they serve to reduce uncertainty in the 

market. However, the process of standard setting through this mechanism is of

ten long and the outcome may be determined by superiority in marketing skills 

rather than technological superiority. Furthermore standards agreed upon by few 

members cannot be enforced and therefore may not be universally adopted. For 

example, in the market for quadraphonic sound systems, two incompatible sys

tems were backed by different coalitions (PostreI1990). This resulted in confusion 

among customers and as a result the quadraphonic sound technology failed to 

diffuse in the market. 

2.2.3 Unilaterally Adopt Competitor's Technology 

This strategy is often used by smaller manufacturers who copy the design spec

ifications of a dominant manufacturer. This can be achieved either by licensing 

the technology from the dominant manufacturer or alternatively, firms may de

sign their products so that they are compatible with those of the dominant man

ufacturer. For example, AMD manufactures microprocessor chips for personal 

computers which are compatible with those of Intel which is the dominant micro

processor manufacturer. Another approach that firms may employ is to develop 

adapters which would permit communication among different systems. The use of 

such adapters is quite common in high technology industries. For instance, video 

manufacturers have developed adapters that allow their machines to run games 

written for their competitor's hardware (Katz and Shapiro 1986). Similarly, in the 

telecommunications industry, compatibility can often be achieved using terminal 
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adapters. These adapters permit non-integrated services digital (ISD) network 

compatible computer terminals to communicate with ISD networks (Guleck 1991). 

Farrell and Saloner (1992) find that firms' development of adapters can lead to 

a socially inefficient level of standardization. However, David and Bunn (1988) 

argue that adapters can substantially help a new technology and foster adoption 

by consumers. 

2.2.4 Lobby for Government Sponsorship 

In many product categories government is often involved in the standard setting 

process. Governments can set standards either by explicit decree or by virtue of 

their immense purchasing power. Standards set by government actions include 

TDMA technology for cellular phones in Europe, ADA programming language in 

U.S. and numerous others. Companies attempt to influence government decisions 

by lobbying for their proposed format. For example, Rosen et al. (1988) argue 

that active lobbying by companies prevented the Department of Defense from 

standardizing sidearms ammunition to a 9mm standard, although the proposed 

standard offered substantial advantages. 

2.3 Impact of Standards 

Standards can substantially impact various marketing mix variables including 

price, product variety, and product quality (Lecraw 1984). Standards can also 

affect firms' R&D decisions and the level of innovation (e.g., Katz and Shapiro 

1994). It is generally acknowledged that standards can also have a significant 

impact on market structure (e.g., Lecraw 1984). In the following sections we 

consider in some detail the impact of standards on innovation and market structure. 
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2.3.1 Impact of Standards on Innovation 

There is little analytical research which examines how standards affect inno

vation. It is often argued that standards deter innovation. Farrell and Saloner 

(1986a) argue that in the presence of network benefits and uncertainty, consumers 

can be locked in with an inefficient technology. However, their model also sug

gests that in such conditions markets may also exhibit excess momentum. In other 

words, consumers may switch to inefficient technologies. Katz and Shapiro (1986, 

1992) argue that in the presence of network benefits, markets may be biased in 

favor of new incompatible technologies. Thus, the theoretical results from the 

previous literature are ambiguous. 

In two separate empirical studies Link (1983) and Lecraw (1984) examine how 

standardization and firms' R&D expenditures are related. Link (1983) finds that 

standardization is positively correlated with the level of R&D investments. How

ever, Lecraw (1984) finds that standardization and R&D investments are negatively 

related. Thus, the results of the two empirical studies are also contradictory. A 

possible explanation for this result is that standards may impact not only the level 

of R&D investments but also the type of R&D that firms invest in. For example, 

in the absence of standards firms may invest more in developing new products 

while after standards have been formed, firms may choose to invest in improving 

existing products. Since standards may impact different types of R&D, empirical 

and theoretical work which does not account for R&D types may lead to biased or 

inconclusive r~su1ts depending on sample characteristics. 

2.3.2 Impact of Standards on Market Structure 

The literature on standards suggests that when network externalities are large, 
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one firm is likely to dominate the market (e.g., Arthur 1990, Katz and Shapiro 

1992). However, when products are differentiated and network effects are not too 

large then multiple firms can coexist (e.g., Farrell and Saloner 1992). Nevertheless 

the presence of network externalities is expected to be positively related to the level 

of firm concentration. This observation is consistent with the empirical findings of 

Lecraw (1984). 

Many authors have argued that in markets with complementary goods a dom

inant firm can exert undue influence. This issue is of particular concern when 

the presence of standards can provide one firm with a substantial advantage over 

another. For example, in the personal computer industry Microsoft is the domi

nant manufacturer - since it controls the operating system standard. This issue 

is particularly relevant in high technology industries where it is common for firms 

to have control over some aspect of the system is common Dominant firms are ac

cused of trying to exert undue control over the market - either by integrating with 

manufacturers of complementary components or by trying to foreclose on its com

petitors. Foreclosure is said to occur when one component manufacturer merges 

with a complementary component manufacturer and refuses to sell its product to 

other component manufacturers. For example, a dominant component manufac

turer can foreclose on its competitors by making its products incompatible with 

its competitors (say, by interface manipulation) or by selling products only as a 

bundle. 

This issue has been the source of numerous legal disputes. There are many 

well known cases where a dominant firm has been accused of trying to foreclose 

on its competitors. For example, IBM was sued by component manufacturers for 

altering interface designs and Kodak was sued by Berkey Photo for manipulating 
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photographic formats. Similarly, there are numerous cases where integration of 

a dominant manufacturer with a complementary component manufacturer was 

considered to be anti-competitive. For example, AT&T which operated both long 

distance services and local telephone operations was forced to divest all of its local 

telephone operations. Many questions were also being raised about the legality of 

the proposed TCI and Bell Atlantic merger (Business Week 11/01/1993). In recent 

years, Microsoft have often been accused of using its dominant position in operating 

systems to gain advantage in the applications software market. There are also many 

cases where companies have integrated with component manufacturers presumably 

to gain market power and where antitrust fears have not been raised. For example, 

Sony acquired Columbia Pictures and CBS Records (Business Week 10/09/1989), 

Matshusita acquired MeA (Economist 12/01/1990) and Novell bought Borland's 

Quattro-Pro (Business Week 04/04/1994). 

The relevant literature deals with issues of integration and foreclosure and 

whether firms can benefit from such moves. There are primarily two streams 

of literature which has examined this issue. The first stream deals with issues 

of vertical integration and foreclosure and the second stream deals with product 

bundling issues. 

The vertical integration literature shows that integration can be profitable since 

it prevents double marginalization of products (Spengler 1950). In other words, 

integration replaces the multiple successive mark-ups in an unintegrated channel 

with a single mark-up. Consequently, the final price of the product is lower and 

the profits of the integrated firm are higher. Hart and Tirole (1990) show that inte

gration may be preferred when the upstream component is either in scarce supply 

or scarce demand. In this case, integration ensures regular supply or demand. In 
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marketing, integration issues have been examined in the context of distribution 

channels (e.g., McGuire and Staeiin 1983, Coughlan 1985). The analysis reveals 

that channel integration may lead to more intense competition and therefore may 

be avoided by the firms. 

Whinston (1990) examines foreclosure issues in the context of tying mecha

nisms. Here, tying here refers to the practice of making the sale of one component 

contingent on purchase of related components. Thus, tying is one mechanism by 

which firms can foreclose their competitors. Whinston (1990) shows that firms can 

profit from tying by driving competitors out of the market. In the case of com

plementary products, Whinston shows that foreclosure is optimal when there exist 

inferior competitively supplied alternatives to the monopolized component. Also, 

foreclosure can be optimal when there are alternate uses to the non -monopolized 

component. 

Product bundling is another means by which manufacturers can foreclose on 

their competitors. The bundling literature (e.g., Bowman 1957, Adams and Yellen 

1976) argues that product bundling is a means of price discrimination. In other 

words, bundling permits manufacturers to charge different prices from different 

consumers based on their valuation of each of the bundled components. Adams 

and Yellen (1976) show that bundling can be profitable when the reservation prices 

of components are negatively correlated. In other words if consumers who value 

one component highly are likely to have lower valuations for another component, 

firms can extract more of the consumer surplus by bundling the two components. 

Schmalansee (1984) considers the optimality of bundling and finds that bundling 

is sometimes optimal even when the correlation between reservation values in the 

population is non negative. 
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Previous literature however does not explicitly address integration and foreclo

sure issues in the context of standards. In other words, previous research does not 

examine firms' incentives to integrate with complementary component manufac

turers or to change interfaces when one firm is dominant by virtue of its control 

of interface standards. Furthermore, most of the prior literature has focused on 

symmetric firms. 

2.4 Summary 

To summarize, there has been a substantial amount of research which examines 

how standards are formed and how they may impact market structure. However, 

numerous issues still remain unresolved. For example, there has been little theoret

ical and empirical research which has examines how standards impact innovation. 

Moreover the existing literature does not provide a consistent view as to how stan

dards affect innovation (see Link 1983 and Lecraw 1984). In this dissertation we 

develop a rich theoretical framework and study the impact of standards on inno

vation. In this context, we also study how firms' preferences for standards depend 

on their R&D capabilities. 
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3 AN INTEGRATED FRAMEWORK FOR STANDARDIZATION 

AND INNOVATION DECISIONS 

Most high technology industries are characterized by a high degree of tech

nological change. Examples of such industries include the computer industry, 

telecommunications and semiconductor industry. A firm which is competing in 

such markets must usually make two critical decisions which may ultimately de

termine its success. These two decisions are (a) whether the firm should produce 

a product which is technologically compatible2 with that of its competitor and (b) 

how much should the firm invest in developing product improvements or in devel

oping new products. Compatibility decisions are usually made at the time of entry 

while R&D decisions are made by a firm throughout its product life cycle. Both 

these decisions can substantially impact not only the profitability of a firm but also 

its very survival in turbulent technological environment which is so characteristic 

of high technology industries. 

There is substantial evidence to suggest that both of these decisions are of 

significant importance for management of high technology firms. Compatibility 

decisions can have major impact on a firm's profitability and chances of survival. 

For example, in the VCR industry the incompatibility of Sony's Beta format and 

the VHS format substantially hurt Sony's market share and profits. Similarly in the 

computer industry, the declining market share of Macintosh is often attributed to 

its incompatibility with IBM- compatible PCs. A firm's level of R&D investments 

2Compatibility here refers to the ability of different systems to communicate with each other. 
For example, compatibility among different systems of VCR would enable the user of one system 
to view programs recorded for another system. Similarly, compatibility among different computer 
systems (e.g., mM and Macintosh) enables users of one system to use software written for another. 
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is also of major importance in high technology industries. Given the turbulent 

nature of such industries - product improvements and development of new products 

is critical. Consequently, firms spend substantial amounts towards R&D. Firms 

like Intel spent over $ 2 billion in 1994 for developing new products. 

In this chapter, we present an integrated game theoretic framework in which 

we simultaneously study compatibility and R&D decision. The model explicitly 

includes the threat of entry by exogenous firms i.e. technological uncertainty in 

the environment. 

The remainder of this chapter lays out the framework, explaining model as

sumptions regarding the nature of consumer behavior, the uncertainties in the 

technological environment and the parameters governing compatibility and R&D 

decisions. 

3.1 The Framework 

The general scenario that we consider is represented in Figure 1. At the begin

ning of the game i.e. at stage 1 - firms decide whether to produce compatible or 

incompatible products. Firms can choose compatibility either by explicit cooper

ative arrangements or independently by developing adapters. 

At stage 2 of the game i.e. after making their compatibility decisions, firms 

decide on their level of R&D investments. Consistent with prior literature (e.g., 

Arrow 1962, Robertson 1971, Ali 1994) we dichotomize innovations into two types: 

breakthrough innovations and minor innovations. Breakthrough innovations are 

technological advancements that render the present products obsolete and quickly 

displace the present technology. For example, the advent of CDs have led to a 
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rather quick demise of LPs. In 1983, when CDs were introduced the total sales of 

LPs was 292.5 million while only 4.8 million LPs were sold in 1992. In contrast, 

the sales of CDs rose from 800,000 in 1983 to 333.3 million in 1992 {July 18, 1992, 

The New York Times}. 

Minor innovations are incremental product improvements which enhance the 

utility of the present product. For example, development of computer programs 

which save energy consumption or development of new application packages en

hance utility of the computer to the users. In practice, firms typically invest both 

in breakthrough and minor R&D. Furthermore, R&D decisions are likely to be 

interrelated. To keep the analysis simple and in order to highlight the differential 

impact of these two types of innovations, we assume that firms invest in only one 

type of R&D. and that this choice of type of R&D is exogenously specified. Thus, 

firms either invest in minor R&D or breakthrough R&D and this is given. Thus, 

the focal R&D decision tha,t firms make in our model is to select the level of R&D 

expenditure. 

At stage 3 of the game, the outcome of the R&D efforts of various firms are 

decided and firms make their entry decisions. If no breakthrough R&D efforts are 

successful, then both firms enter the market. If a firm is successful in developing a 

breakthrough technology it captures the full market and earns monopoly profits. 

If both firms enter the market, they independently decide on prices. While mak

ing their decisions firms also must consider the presence of an exogenous threat 

which represents a third firm which can develop a breakthrough product and en

ter the market displacing the incumbents. This threat of entry of external firm 

represents technological uncertainty in the environment. For example, the entries 

of Sony and Canon in the photography industry with electronic cameras represent 
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external threats to the incumbent firms like Kodak and Fuji. This is because such 

cameras could displace the chemical component of the photography industry which 

represents a big share of profits for firms like Kodak and Fuji (June 7, 1992 New 

York Times). 

In the final stage of the game firms profits are decided. The profits of the firms 

depend on consumer preferences, the firms' compatibility decisions, the outcome 

of the efforts by external firm and the outcomes of the R&D efforts by both firms. 

3.2 Model Assumptions 

The above framework is used to develop a model of a duopoly with two firms 

A and B, which we use to study study their compatibility and R&D decisions. In 

this section we discuss in detail, the assumptions we make about each component 

of this framework. Formal analyses based on the model using this framework is 

presented in Chapters 4 and 5. 

3.2.1 Consumer Model 

We first develop the consumer model ignoring the effects of R&D. In §3.2.3 we 

will consider the impact of R&D on consumer preferences. We assume that each 

consumer in the market buys one unit of product either from Firm A or Firm B. 

Consumer tastes are assumed to be heterogeneous. This heterogeneity is captured 

by assuming that consumers are uniformly distributed along a unit line with density 

Pk where k E {Compatible, Incompatible}. Each consumer has a reservation price 

Uk which is the maximum price the consumer is willing to pay for his/her ideal 

product. We assume that Uk is same for all consumers and is sufficiently high so 
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that every consumer purchases in equilibrium. Thus, each consumer has the same 

valuation for his/her ideal point. However, consumers have different valuation for 

the available products A and B3. The utility received by a consumer located at a 

distance z from firm j is: 

(3.1) 

where Pi is the price charged by firm j. Note that dk captures the degree of 

product differentiation (Church and Gandall 1993). Thus, when dk is low con-

sumers perceive A and B to be very similar. As dk increases, the effect of z on 

utility increases. Consequently, consumer preferences are more stronger for the 

variant that is closer to their ideal point. Thus, as dk increases, products become 

more differentiated. Consistent with prior literature (e.g., Farrell and Saloner 1992) 

we assume that firms are located at the opposite ends of the line. 

We model the impact of compatibility on consumer decisions by considering 

three important aspects of compatibility. First, compatibility increases the utility 

that a consumer gets from purchasing a product. This extra utility may arise 

because of reduced perceived risk (Hemenway 1975), lower costs of complementary 

goods (Farrell and Saloner 1987) or network benefits (Katz and Shapiro 1985). Let 

'UJ = u then we assume Uc = 'U + Au where Au is the extra utility received by the 

consumers due to compatibility. 

The second effect we posit is the effect of compatibility on market size. We 

assume that compatibility leads to increased market size. There is considerable 

evidence to suggest that the total market increases with compatibility. For exam-

3This assumption is not critical to the model. All that we require is that Uk be sufficiently 
high 80 that every consumer makes 8 purchase. As long as this is true, it is straightforward to 
extend the model to accommodate a distribution on Uk. 
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pIe, Thompson (1954) argues that standardization in early automobile industry 

facilitated industry growth. Katz and Shapiro (1985) derive an analytical model 

showing that compatibility may lead to an increased market size. Thus, we as

sume that Pc ~ PI. Without loss of generality, we assume that PI = 1. Thus, 

Pc = P ~ 1.4 

Finally, we assume that compatibility leads to reduction in perceived differenti

ation among products. There is considerable evidence from the personal computer 

industry to suggest that differentiation is lost as a result of compatibility (e.g., 

The Economist 1993). Farrell and Saloner (1985) refer to standards as "spuri

ous product differentiation". Hemenway (1975) also argues that standards reduce 

differentiation. The National Industry Conference Board (1929) in Survey of Stan-

dards concluded "The object of standards and specifications is primarily to eIimi-

nate superficial barriers and to center attention on price". Since the parameter dk 

captures the degree of product differentiation, we assume that dl ~ de. FUrther, 

without any loss in generality,dl = 1 and therefore de = d S; 1. 

3.2.2 Compatibility Decisions 

At stage 1 of the game firms decide whether to produce a compatible or in

compatible product. Firms can become compatible either by unilateral action or 

by cooperating with each other to set a common standard. Firms can unilater

ally become compatible by investing an amount F in order to develop a two way 

adapter. If one firm builds an adapter it permits communication among the differ-

ent systems, thus leading to de-facto compatibility (Farrell and Saloner 1992). The 

use of such adapters is common in high technology industries. For instance, video 

4We could also assume that p is a monotonically increasing function of Au. Our results remain 
unchanged if we use this formulation. 
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manufacturers have developed adapters that allow their machines to run games 

written for their competitor's hardware (Katz and Shapiro 1986). Similarly, Mi

crosoft's Windows NT will work on both Intel and RISC chips, thus permitting 

any existing PC program to be run on machines using this chips (Business Week 

1992). Thus, the software leads to de-facto compatibility between the two differ

ent types of chips. Similarly, in the telecommunications industry, compatibility 

can often be achieved using terminal adapters. These adapters permit computer 

terminals which are incompatible with integrated services digital (ISD) network to 

communicate with ISD networks (Guleck 1991). 

Alternatively, firms can cooperate to set a common standard. In our analysis 

we focus on the case where firms independently develop two way adapters. This is 

because such a formulation admits the possibility that standards may not be agreed 

upon even when they benefit both firms. Since failure of coordination is common 

in setting of standards, we focus on a model which allows for such a possibility. 

However, our results are valid even when firms cooperate to set standards. 

3.2.3 R&D Decisions 

After deciding on compatibility, firms decide on their levels of R&D expendi

tures. We consider two types of R&D: minor and breakthrough. However, we allow 

firms to invest in only one of these two types of R&D. The decision is given exoge

nously. Thus or model does not consider the likely inter-relationships between the 

two types of R&D. Our focus is therefore limited to gaining some understanding 

as to how innovation can impact the level of investment in the two types of R&D. 

We assume that the outcome of the R&D process is stochastic and firms can 

influence the probability of success in R&D efforts by investing larger amounts 
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in R&D. Thus we assume that the probability of success is a concave function of 

the level of investment in R&D. This assumption captures the notion of decreas

ing marginal returns to investment. Specifically, for mathematical tractability we 

assume that if a firm invests I towards minor R&D then the probability of suc

cess is K v'Y. Here, K is a constant which represents the R&D capabilities of a 

firm. Further, since probability of success must lie between [0,1] we require that 

IE [0, 11K]. 

Minor R&D 

Minor innovations in our model refer to incremental product improvements 

which enhance the utility of the product to the consumers. We model this impact 

of minor innovations on consumer preferences by assuming that a successful minor 

innovation enhances the utility of the product by an amount w. Although we 

consider product innovations and not process innovations, most of our results in 

the paper would hold even if innovations were cost reducing as opposed to utility 

enhancing. 

Breakthrough R&D 

Breakthrough innovations refer to development of new improved technology. 

We assume that the utility provided by a breakthrough innovation is distributed 

according to a conditional distribution H (.). The support of this distribution is 

given by (0, (0). Thus, if a firm were to invest an amount I in breakthrough 

R&D it will develop a breakthrough innovation which provides utility level x to 

consumers, with probability K v'I (1 - H (x) ) . 

We assume that the firm will only introduce a breakthrough innovation if it 

expects to capture essentially the full market. This assumption reflects the fact 
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that introduction of new technologies requires substantial market development 

costs. Thus, a firm will only introduce a new technology if it expects to gain a 

substantial portion of the market. In our model, we simplify the analysis and 

assume that a firm enters only if it can capture the full market. In other words, 

a firm enters with a breakthrough innovation only if it succeeds in developing 

an innovation which provides utility of magnitude greater than y ~ Uk where 

k E{Compatible, Incompatible}. Furthermore, if a firm decides to introduce a 

breakthrough innovation it earns monopoly profits nrn 5 • The net profit of the firm 

from entering the market with a breakthrough innovation is given by: Vrn == nrn - D 

where D is the market development cost that a firm must incur if it enters with a 

breakthrough technology. 

We assume that breakthrough technology is incompatible with present tech

nology. This incompatibility may result from technological considerations (e.g., 

Dhebar 1993). Alternatively the choice of incompatibility for a breakthrough tech

nology may be strategic (for example, see Katz and Shapiro 1992). 

3.2.4 Technological Uncertainty 

We model technological uncertainty in terms of an exogenous threat faced by 

incumbent firms. This exogenous threat refers to a third firm which is in the 

process of developing a breakthrough innovation which can potentially displace the 

incumbent firms. The probability that such an exogenous innovation will occur 

is given by 'TI, a parameter that reflects the degree of technological uncertainty. 

We assume that the magnitude of the innovation is distributed according to a 

conditional distribution A(·). Thus, an exogenous innovation which provides utility 

ISMost of our analytical results can be proved even if llm is a function of x where x is the 
magnitude of the innovation. 
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greater than x will occur with probability 7] (1 - A(x)). 

As before, we assume that a firm enters with a breakthrough innovation only 

if it can capture the full market. Thus, the exogenous firm will enter the market 

only if it has developed a technology with magnitude greater than Uk where k E 

{Compatible, Incompatible}. 

3.3 Summary 

In this chapter we developed an integrated framework for studying firms' com

patibility and R&D decisions. The framework is developed in the context of tech

nologically turbulent environments of high technology industries. In Chapters 4 

and 5 we formally analyze firms' decisions using this framework. In Chapter 4, 

we examine a special case of the general framework. Specifically, we study how 

technological uncertainty in the environment affects firms' decisions to become 

compatibility. In Chapter 5, we analyze the general framework. 
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Figure 1: Scenario 

Stage 1 

Firms A and B make Compatibility Decisions 

Stage 2 

Firms A and B are exogenously given two types of R&D. They 
decide on the level of R&D expenditure. 

Stage 3 

Firms A and B and the exogenous firm make entry decisions and 
set prices. 

Stage 4 

Firms profits are determined as a function of consumer prefer
ences, firms' compatibility decisions, R&D outcomes and exogenous 
firm's decisions. 
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4. THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGICAL UNCERTAINTY ON 

COMPATIBILITY 

In this chapter we study a special case in which firms do not invest in R&D but 

rather only make decisions whether or not to be compatible with their competitor. 

The purpose of this analysis is to highlight the impact of technological uncertainty 

on firms' compatibility decisions. The decision process of the firms is as follows. At 

stage 1 firms make compatibility decisions. Firms face technological uncertainty 

which refers to the presence of one or more exogenous firms which can potentially 

displace the incumbent firms. At stage 2 of the game, the R&D outcome for the 

exogenous firm is decided and each firm makes its entry decision. If the exogneous 

firm decides not to enter - firms make their pricing decisions in stage 3. 

4.1 Pricing Decisions 

In order to determine the firm's optimal strategy we first calculate the firms' 

payoffs in stage 3 of the game if the exogenous firm does not enter the market. We 

calculate the Nash equilibrium prices in this case. 

Let pf and pf be the prices that the two firms set. The index k refers to the 

compatibility status of the firms (compatible or incompatible). Then, the sales of 

the firms: Q A and Q B are given by: 

QA - PkZ 

QB - Pk(l - z) 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 
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where z is the location of the marginal consumer and we assume that firm A 

is located at point 0 of the unit line and firm B is located the opposite end. Pk is 

the market size which depends on the compatibility status of the firms. 

The marginal consumer is one who is indifferent between the two brands. The 

utility that this consumer receives from consuming A or B is given by: 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

where dk is the differentiation parameter and Uk is the reservation utility of the 

consumers. Using (4.3) and (4.4) the marginal consumer can be defined by the 

equation: 

(4.5) 

Using (4.1), (4.2), and (4.5) we can write down the profit functions for the two 

firms. Since we want to focus on symmetric firms - we assume that the marginal 

costs of both firms are equal. Without loss in generality, we equate the marginal 

costs to zero. The profit functions for the two firms are given by: 

nleA (pf - p~ +dk ) A 
- Pk 2dk Pk (4.6) 

n {1 (pf - pf + dk ) B 
,. - Ph 2d

k 
Pk (4.7) 

Firm set prices in order to maximize their profits. The Nash equilibrium prices 

and profits can be obtained using (4.6) and (4.7) by simultaneously solving the first 

order conditions. Proposition 1 summarizes the result. Proofs of all propositions 

are presented in Appendix A. 
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Proposition 1a. The Nash equilibrium price for both firms is equal to d when 

firms are compatible. If the firms are incompatible the Nash equilibrium 

price is 1. 

Proposition 1 b. The Nash equilibrium profits for both firms are equal to pd/2 

when firms are compatible. If the firms are incompatible - the Nash equilib

rium profit for each firm is 1/2. 

Since d < 1 we have the following corollary to Proposition 1a. 

Corollary 1.1. Compatibility leads to reduction in prices. 

The corollary is intuitive. Compatibility typically leads to loss in differentiation 

among firms. As a result firms find it more attractive to lower prices in order 

to gain customers' from its competitors. Consequently the prices of both firms 

decline under compatibility. The predicted price decline is also consistent with 

the observed pattern in the microcomputer industry where prices have declined 

very sharply (Time 1993). Further, this result is different from prior research 

(e.g., Katz and Shapiro 1985) which ignore the differentiation reducing aspect of 

compatibility and conclude that compatibility leads to higher prices. Our results 

show that compatibility will always lead to lower prices. However, compatibility 

may still be beneficial since it also leads to higher market size. From Proposition 

lb. we have the following corollary which relates the impact of compatibility on 

profits. 

Corollary 1.2. The profits of the firms increase with compatibility if pd > 1 and 

decrease otherwise. 
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Note that the effect of compatibility on profits depend on the interaction of 

two opposing effects: loss in differentiation (which decreases profits) and increase 

in market size (which increases profits). Thus, if firms were to only consider the 

impact of standards on their base profits they will need to simultaneously con-

sider two opposing aspects: loss in differentiation and increased market size. The 

combined effect of these two terms determine the net change in profits for the 

firms. 

Now we consider the compatibility decisions of the two firms. In evaluating the 

profitability of compatibility, the firm must consider the impact of compatibility on 

its base profits. The firm must also consider the impact compatibility has on the 

threat posed by the exogenous firm. The probability that the exogenous firm will 

develop an innovation with magnitude greater than x is given by : 17(1 - A(x)). 

Since the exogenous firm must have utility greater than Uk to enter, it follows that 

the exogenous firm enters the market with probability: 17(1- A(Uk))' Note that 

Uc = UI + Au > UI' Since A(·) is non decreasing in its parameter, it follows that 

compatibility reduces the chances of successful entry of the exogenous firm. A firm 

must consider this impact of compatibility when it makes its decision whether to 

invest in compatibility. 

To simplify the presentation, we normalize the distribution A(·) and 17 such that 

A(UI) = 0 and A(u + Au) = 1 - r. The probability that the exogenous firm will 

enter the market is 11 when firms are incompatible. When firms become compatible 

the probability that the exogenous firm will enter the market is given by 17r. Thus, 

the parameter r captures the impact of compatibility on the probability of entry by 

exogenous firm. Note that r E [0, 1] . When r = 1 compatibility does not impact 

the probability that an exogenous innovation will succeed. However, as r decreases 
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the exogenous firm is less likely to succeed in entering the market. For example, 

when T = 0 the probability that an exogenous firm will displace the incumbent firm, 

reduces to zero. Thus T represents the effectiveness of compatibility in reducing 

the threat of displacement by an exogenous firm. 

4.2 Compatibility Decisions 

We now focus on firms compatibility decisions. The expected profits of firm i 

under compatibility are given by: 

(4.8) 

where 

K' = {I, if firm i invested in compatibility; 
, 0, otherwise. (4.9) 

Note that (1 - T1]) is the probability that exogenous firm will not enter and 

the firms will survive. Also, note that in the present formulation firm i can be

come compatible without investing in compatibility- if its competitor invests in 

compatibility. Thus, there is always an incentive for firms to free-ride, even when 

compatibility is beneficial to both firms. As a result we would expect to see failure 

of coordination which is typical in a public-goods problem. 

To calculate the equilibrium compatibility decisions of firms we need to calcu

late the expected profits for firms under incompatibility. This is given by: 

E(fI}) = (1-1])/2 (4.10) 

Note that firms will invest in compatibility only if: 
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(1- T71)pd/2 - (1 -71)1/2 > F (4.11) 

The right hand side of (4.11) refers to the expected benefit that firms receive 

from compatibility. If this benefit is less than the cost of compatibility - firms will 

not invest in compatibility. The Nash equilibrium strategy of firms when (4.11) is 

satisfied is summarized in the following Proposition. 

Proposition 2. If (4.11) is satisfied then the unique symmetric Nash equilibrium 

strategy is a mixed strategy. Under this strategy, both firms invest in com

patibility with probability p'" where p'" is given by: 

'" F 
p = 1 - ~(1---T-71~)p-d/-2---""(-1 -~71 )-1/-2 (4.12) 

Note that the proposition implies that there is a probability (1 - p"')2 that 

no firm will invest in compatibility even though both firms would benefit from 

compatibility. Thus, in a non cooperative framework failure of coordination is 

possible. This is consistent with the commonly observed failure in setting of stan-

dards even when all firms believe that standards would be beneficial. We also have 

the following corollary from Proposition 2. 

Corollary 2.1 There exist parameter values for which firms invest in compatibil-

ity even when pd < 1. 

In other words, incumbent firms may find it profitable to invest in compatibil

ity even when compatibility results in a substantial loss in differentiation. Thus, 

in technologically turbulent environments firms need to consider two important 

aspects. First, a firm needs to consider the impact of compatibility on base profits 

. - assuming the firm survives. Second, a firm also must consider the impact of 
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compatibility on the probability of survival. Thus, a firm may find it profitable to 

invest in compatibility even when its base profits decline. 

Proposition 3a. The probability of investment in compatibility increases as p 

increases. 

Proposition 3b. The probability of investment in compatibility increases as d 

increases. 

The Proposition is intuitive. As Proposition 1 shows the profit impact of com

patibility consists of p i.e. the impact on market size and d i.e. the impact on 

differentiation. Thus, firms will prefer compatibility if it results in larger increases 

in market size. Similarly, firms will find compatibility less attractive as the impact 

of compatibility on differentiation decreases. The next proposition discusses how 

technological uncertainty and standardization effectiveness affect the compatibility 

decision of firms. 

Proposition 4a. The probability of investment in compatibility increases as r 

decreases. In other words, firms are more likely to invest in compatibility as 

the effectiveness of compatibility in reducing external threat (Le. standard

ization effectiveness) increases. 

Proposition 4b. The probability of investment in compatibility increases with 

technological uncertainty if 6 > (l/r - 1) and decreases if 6 =:; (l/r - 1) 

where 6 is the effect of compatibility on base profits i.e. 8 = pd - 1. 

The first part of the proposition is intuitive. Compatibility reduces the chance 

that the external firm will enter the market. Thus, as compatibility is successful in 
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reducing this threat firms are more willing to invest in compatibility. Now consider 

the second part of the proposition. Note first that firms standardize for two reasons. 

First, standards may increase the firm's profits. Second, standards reduce the 

uncertainty present in the environment. When 8 ~ 0 (i.e. the base profits are 

lower under compatibility) than uncertainty reduction is the only rationale for 

standardization. For low values of 8, the first reason is also not very important and 

firms standardize primarily due to the second effect - i.e., the uncertainty reducing 

effect of standards. Moreover, in this case, the greater the uncertainty, the greater 

its reduction through standardization and hence the greater the attractiveness of 

standardization. 

However when 8 is large, firms standardize primarily because compatibility 

produces higher profits. In this case, however, increased uncertainty lowers the 

expected profits that firms receive under compatibility. This can be seen by noting 

that (1 - T'TJ)pd decreases with 'TJ. Consequently firms find it less attractive to 

standardize in these circumstances. 

Since in many situations we expect standards to lead to more intense price 

competition -it is reasonable to expect that in such cases 8 is not very large and 

increased uncertainty will promote standards. This result is in contrast to the 

popular view that in technologically uncertain environments - government regula

tions may be required to impose compatibility standards. Our results show that 

in such environments we may instead see an increased level of cooperation among 

incumbent firms - to set standards. This result provides some explanation for the 

increase in formation of compatibility standards in high technology environments 

(e.g., Reddy 1987). 
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5. AN INTEGRATED ANALYSIS OF THE COMPATIBILITY AND 

R&D INVESTMENT DECISIONS 

In this chapter we analyze the integrated framework developed in Chapter 

2 and 3. The chapter is organized as follows. In §5.1.1 we consider the case 

when symmetric firms are investing in minor R&D. In §5.1.2 we consider the case 

when symmetric firms invest in breakthrough R&D. In both these cases we analyze 

firms compatibility and R&D decisions. We present both analytical and simulation 

results for these sections. In §5.2 we examine the case when firms have asymmetric 

R&D capabilities. The purpose of this section is to understand how asymmetries 

in firms' R&D capabilities can affect their preferences for compatibility. 

5.1 R&D and Compatibility Decisions of Symmetric Firms 

We first consider the case when firms are symmetric in their R&D capabilities. 

In this context we examine firms' compatibility and R&D decisions. We separately 

analyze the case when firms invest in minor R&D and when they invest in break

through R&D. This dichotomy is useful as it highlights the differential impact of 

these two types of R&D investments on compatibility and R&D decisions of firms. 

5.1.1 Minor R&D and Compatibility Decisions 

To evaluate the optimal R&D decisions we first need to calculate the profits 

of firms under conditions of compatibility and incompatibility. Recall that minor 

R&D increases the utility that a consumer receives from the improved product by 

an amount w. Using this fact we can easily derive the following lemma (Detailed 

proofs are in Appendix B.) 
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Lemma la. Assume that the external firm is unsuccessful in its R&D efforts 

and firms A and B are compatible. Then firm A's profits are given by: 

{ 

p(3d + w)2/(18d), if only firm A succeeds in R&D; 
n~ = p(3d - w)2/(18d), if only firm B succeeds in R&D; 

pd/2, otherwise. 
(5.1) 

Note that for both firms to survive i.e. for both firm's profits to be positive 

under all scenarios, we require that 3d > w. Since we are focusing on minor 

innovations we assume throughout that this condition is satisfied. Feom Lemma 

1a. it is easy to see that if only firm A succeeds - then its additional profits (above 

the base profits of pd/2) are equal to pw(w+6d)/(18d). When firm A is unsuccessful 

and firm B is successful firm A's profits decline by an amount pw(6d - w)/(18d}. 

Finally, when both firms succeed in R&D, their profits remain unchanged. 

Lemma lb. Assume that the external firm is unsuccessful in its R&D efforts 

and firms A and B are incompatible. Then firm A's profits are given by: 

{ 

(3 + w)2/18, if only firm A succeeds in R&D; 
n1 = (3 - w)2/18, if only firm B succeeds in R&D; 

1/2, otherwise. 
(5.2) 

Again, from lemma lb. we can see that we require 3> w for both firms to make 

positive profits under all scenarios. However, since 3 ~ 3d > w. The condition 

3d > w is sufficient. Also note that the base profits that firms make is 1/2. When 

only one firm is successful it makes an additional profit w(w + 6)/18 while its 

competitor loses an amount w(6 - w)/18. 

Before evaluating firms decisions we mak~ an additional assumption. We as

sume that w is sufficiently small that A(U.k + w) IV A(U.k)' In other words, we 

assume that minor R&D does not have a large impact on the probability that the 

exogenous firm will enter with a new technology. This assumption is reasonable 
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since we are focusing on minor innovations which only lead to small product im-

provements. The purpose of minor R&D is to provide firms potential competitive 

advantage over its (existing) competitors. In the next section, when we consider 

firm's investment in breakthrough R&D we will consider the impact of R&D on the 

probability of entry of the exogenous firm. 

Now we evaluate firms R&D investment decisions. Consider the case when the 

firms are compatible. Then firm A's expected profits from investing h in R&D 

when firm B invests I B in R&D is given by: 

E(I1~{IA,IB)) -" (l-1Jr)(Pd/2+K~(l-KFa)(W(~~6d)) 

-(1- K ~)J( Fs(W(6:8~ W»)) - IA (5.3) 

where the first term in (5.3) is the expected probability that firm A will survive. 

The first terms in brackets is the base profit for the firm. The second term in 

brackets in (5.3) includes the probability that firm A alone would succeed in R&D 

and the additional revenue that the firm gets under such a scenario. The third 

term in (5.3) refers to the case when firm B succeeds in R&D and firm A fails. 

Finally, the last term is the level of investment in R&D. 

Using (5.3) and the symmetry of the firms we can evaluate the Nash equilib-

rium investment levels. Thus, each firm independently maximizes its investment 

level assuming the other firm is investing at its Nash investment level. The Nash 

equilibrium investment levels are simply the simultaneous solution of the two first 

order conditions. For mathematical convenience, we transform the firms' problem 

into an equivalent problem. First, note that the probability that firm A is success

ful in R&D given that it invests level I A is given by J(..[lA. Denote this probability 
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by Eg. In this case, we have: 

1 A 2 
fA = K2(Ed (5.4) 

Define () = 1/ K2. Note that () is a cost parameter for R&D. Thus, as () increases, 

R&D becomes more expensive. Using (5.4) we can rewrite (5.3) as : 

lE(ncHEA , E B )) = (1-1]T)(Pd/2 + E~(l- Eg)(w(~~ 6d)) 

-(1 - E~)Eg (W(6:8~ w)) ) _ ()(E~)2 (5.5) 

Clearly, 

For subsequent analysis we will use the latter formulation since it enables a 

simpler mathematical treatment. Using (5.5) we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 2a. 

EA. _ wp(w + 6d) 
c - 36()d/(1 -1]r) -/- 2w2p 

(5.6) 

From Lemma 2a. we have: 

Proposition la. If firms are compatible, they invest more in R&D as p increases. 

Similarly, the investment levels for R&D increase with w. 

Proposition lb. If firms are compatible, they invest less in R&D as (), 1] or r 

increases. 

Proposition lao is intuitive. As the market size increases, firms find it more 

attractive to invest in R&D -since the benefits from innovation rise proportionately 
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with p. Similarly, if w increases i.e. the magnitude of innovation increases - firms 

find it more attractive to invest in R&D since the benefits from R&D increase as 

w increases. Similarly, it is easy to see that as () increases i.e. as the cost of R&D 

increases, firms reduce their R&D expenditures. 

R&D expenditures also decrease as uncertainty increases. This is because as 

uncertainty increases- firms are less likely to survive and therefore are less willing 

to incur R&D costs. Similarily, as standardization effectiveness decreases i.e. as 

r increases, firms will be less willing to invest in R&D. In other words, the entry 

deterrence aspect of standards encourages incumbent firms to invest more in R&D 

even as it reduces the incentive for exogenous firms to invest in R&D. 

Now we consider the case when firms are incompatible. We can obtain the 

equilibrium investment levels using (5.6) by SUbstituting d = 1, r = 1 and p = 1 

in the above analysis. Thus, we have: 

Lemma 2b 

(5.7) 

Using the above lemma we can easily see that firms investment level under 

incompatibility increases with wand decreases with () and'TJ. The intuition for this 

is the same as before. 

Now we compare the R&D expenditures for the firms under compatibility and 

incompatibility. We have the following proposition: 

Proposition 2. If firms invest only in minor innovations then R&D expenditures 

are greater under compatibility as opposed to under incompatibility if pd > 1 

or if () is sufficiently large. 
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The intuition for the Proposition can be understood using Proposition 1. Note 

that compatibility leads to higher market size and reduces the uncertainty in the 

environment. Both these factors increase firms' incentives to invest more in minor 

R&D. Also note that compatibility leads to reduction in differentiation. Conse

quently, a firm which is successful in its R&D efforts can expect to capture a larger 

market share from its opponent when the firms are compatible than when they are 

incompatible. This is because consumers are less loyal to brands when products are 

compatible then when they are incompatible. Thus, in general we should expect 

to see more investment in R&D when firms become compatible. This result is in 

contrast to suggestions made by some authors (e.g., Saloner 1990) who have sug

gested that compatibility reduces innovation. Instead we find that compatibility 

is likely to lead to higher investments in minor R&D. This is also consistent with 

the observation made by Abernathy and Utterback (1977) who suggested that in 

the later stages of the product life cycle (when products are standardized) firms 

will invest more in developing product improvements for the existing products. 

Notice that the conditions specified in the Proposition are sufficient and not 

necessary conditions. In order to check the robustness of the result we conducted a 

simulation analysis. We simulated 10,000 parameters over a wide range of parame

ters and did not find any violation of the proposition. We also employed numerical 

analysis to check the robustness of our other results and to examine situations in 

which we could not conduct prove the result analytically. Therefore, we briefly 

describe below the simulation procedure we used. 

Simulation Analysis 

We use a metamodel technique (Law and Kelton 1991) for finding the effects 
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of model parameters on probability of standardization. The procedure consists 

of generating random parameter values from a pre-specified range. Then using 

standard statistical techniques one can test the proposed hypothesis. 

In our simulation analysis we generated 10,000 combinations of model param

eters. The values of parameters were randomly generated. from the range shown 

in Table 1. Note that the differentiation parameter d, the standardization effec

tiveness parameter r and uncertainty 17 are constrained by definition between [0, 1] 

which is the range we chose. As discussed previously, w / d is constrained between 

[0,3J - which was the chosen range. The value of p was constrained. between [1,3]. 

Note that when p = 1 compatibility has no effect on market size. Thus, we con

sider cases where compatibility increases market size by up to three times. The 

R&D parameter () was constrained to be between [0.5,1.5]. Note that 0.5 is the 

profit that firms make when they are incompatible. Thus, the restriction of () en

sures that the optimal R&D expenditures will be constrained such that E E [0,1) 

when firms are incompatible. Thus, the range chosen allows us to focus on cases 

where firms always face some uncertainty about R&D outcomes. We also restrict 

F, which is the fixed cost of achieving compatibility, to be between [0,1]. 

Compatibility Decisions 

We now characterize the compatibility decisions of the firms. We focus on sym

metric equilibrium. The following lemma characterizes the equilibrium solution. 

Lemma 3. If E(n~"') - E(n?"') < F then no firm invests in compatibility. If 

E(n~) - E(n?) > F then the only symmetric equilibrium is a mixed strategy 

equilibrium. Under this strategy, both firms invest in compatibility with 

probability p'" where p'" is given by: 
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* F 
p = 1- E(n~*) - E(n1*) (5.8) 

Using (5.8) we can calculate the impact of various model parameters on firms 

decision to invest in compatibility. However, it is difficult to find comparative 

static results from the above solution. We therefore used a numerical simulation 

analysis to study the problem. We model the probability of choosing compatibility 

as a function of the model parameters using a logistic regression. Table 2 shows 

the results of the regression. Interestingly, we find that increased uncertainty fos

ters standardization. Thus firms may set standards to prevent entry of exogenous 

firms. This result is consistent with our analysis in Chapter 4 and is in contrast to 

suggestions by some authors (e.g., Rosen et al. 1988) that uncertainty may hinder 

the development of standards. Also, we find that compatibility is more likely if 

it results in higher market size (p) and is less likely when firms lose substantial 

differentiation as a result of compatibility. These results are intuitively reasonable 

- since both these terms affect firms base profits under compatibility i.e. pd/2. 

Thus, as p increases firms find compatibility more attractive. Similarly, as d in

creases firms find compatibility more attractive. Also, as fixed cost of achieving 

compatibility i.e. F increases, firms are less willing to standardize. 

5.1.2 Symmetric Firms Invest in Breakthrough R&D and Also Make 

Compatibility Decisions 

In this section we analyze the decisions of firms when they are investing in 

developing breakthrough innovations. Recall that if firm A invests fA in R&D - it 

succeeds in developing a new technology with utility level u ~ x with probability 

K FA (1 - H (x)). Also, the exogenous firm succeeds in developing a new tech

nology with utility level u ~ x with probability (1 - A(x)). Further, a firm enters 
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with a new technology only if it can capture the full market. Thus, a firm enters 

the market only if it provides a utility level greater than Uk where k E{ Compatible, 

Incompatible}. The successful firm earns a profit Vm . 

In order to simplify the analysis we assume that A(·) = H(·). This assumption 

means that the exogenous firms and the incumbent firms have similar levels of 

R&D capabilities although their level of investments (and costs) may differ. This 

assumption is reasonable and further considerably simplifies the analysis. 

Before proceeding we need to consider the following situation. Suppose more 

than one firm succeeds in developing a breakthrough technology. FUrther, assume 

that both these technologies are sufficiently superior to the present technology to 

be viable. Since we assume that market development costs are large, only one firm 

can enter the market with a breakthrough technology. It is unclear as to which 

firm should enter the market in such a case. The following lemma establishes the 

pure strategy equilibrium strategies in such a scenario. 

Lemma 4. Suppose more than one firm successfully develop an innovation which 

provides utility of magnitude greater than Uk where k denotes the compat

ibility status of th firms. Let the magnitude of innovation for firm i be Xi' 

Then if there exists an i such that Xi > 2x j for all j then the unique equilib

rium outcome is for firm i to enter the market while other firms do not enter. 

Conversely, if there exists an i such that x j < 2Xi then firm j does not enter 

in equilibrium. For small values of IXj - Xii there are multiple pure strategy 

equilibria. In each of these equilibria only one firm enters in equilibrium. 

The lemma is intuitive. If one firm produces a substantially Buperior technology 

-it can capture the full market, regardless of the entry decisions of its opponents. 
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Consequently, the opponents with technology of lower quality do not enter. How-

ever, the equilibrium solution is ambiguous when the breakthrough innovations are 

not too different in quality. In this case the equilibrium solution admits multiple 

possibilities. In order to simplify the analysis we assume that the firm which de

velops a better technology enters the market while others do not. Note that this 

proposed entry strategy is a pure strategy equilibrium. Further, as the quality ad

vantage of the superior firm increases, this equilibrium is the unique equilibrium. 

The proposed equilibrium also pareto dominates the other equilibria from a social 

welfare perspective. Thus, as argued by Harsanyi (1964) and Fudenberg and Tirole 

(1983, 1985) the proposed equilibrium is the most reasonable equilibrium and is 

likely to be the "focal" equilibrium in the entry game (see also Schelling 1980). 

Now we determine the firms' profit functions. We first consider stage 2 of the 

game. In this stage firms decide on their level of R&D expenditures. As discussed 

in §5.1 we assume that firms choose their probability of success in R&D. Thus, if 

firm i chooses a probability E it will incur a cost B E2. Assume that the firms are 

compatible and firms A and B choose probability levels E3 and Eg respectively. 

The following lemma establishes the probability that firm A will capture the full 

market and earn monopoly profits V m' 

Lemma 5. The probability that firm A will capture the full market, when firms 

are compatible is denoted by Pc{A) and: 

(5.9) 

-. 
Notice that as uncertainty increases firm A is less likely to succeed in capturing 

the full market. Also note that: 
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8Po(A) A( ) B 8r = Eo 1- rfJ (1- rEo) > 0 (5.10) 

Recall that as r increases standardization effectiveness decreases. Thus, (5.10) 

implies that as standards become more effective -they not only reduce the chances 

that the exogenous firm will succeed - but also the chances that firm A will succeed 

in capturing the full market. Now we evaluate the expected profits for the firm A 

given expenditure levels 8(E8)2 and 8(Eg)2) for firm A and B respectively. 

The first term in (5.11) refers to the case when the firm successfully captures 

the full market. The second term refers to the case when no firm succeeds in 

developing a new technology. The probability of this event is given by (1- fJr )(1-

rE8)(1-rEg) and firms earn pd/2 in this case. The last term is firms expenditure. 

Using (5.11) and the corresponding equation for firm B we can easily calculate the 

Nash equilibrium R&D expenditure levels. The following lemma summarizes the 

result. 

Lemma 6. The equilibrium level of expenditures for firms A and B under com

patibility is given by 8(E~·)2 and 8(Eg"')2 where 

EA'" _ EB", _ r{Vm - pd/2)(1 - fJr/2) + fJr2pd/4 
a - a - 28 + r 2Vm {1/2 - fJr /3) - r2(1 - fJr)pd/2 

(5.12) 

Proposition 3a. Firms spend less on breakthrough R&D as p increases. Simi-

larly, a firms' R&D investments decline as d increases or 8 increases. 

Proposition 3b. Firms spend more on breakthrough R&D as Vm increases. 
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Proposition 3c. Firms spend less on breakthrough R&D as uncertainty (11) in-

creases. 

To understand the effect of p, d and V m on R&D investments note that the 

incremental benefit of successful R&D for a. firm is Vm - pd/2. Thus, as this in

cremental benefit declines firms find it less attractive to invest in breakthrough 

innovations. Since increase in p or d leads to lower incremental benefits from inno-

vation - increase in these parameters lead to lower investment in R&D. Similarly, 

as V m increases firm find investment in breakthrough R&D more attractive. The 

impact of 0 on R&D investment levels is also intuitive. Thus, as R&D becomes 

more costly firms spend less on R&D. Proposition 3c. shows that as uncertainty 

increases firms spend less on R&D. This is reasonable since increased uncertainty 

reduces the chance that the firm will be able to capture the full market and earn 

monopoly profits. Consequently firms should be less willing to invest in R&D when 

technological uncertainty is high. 

Using Lemma 6 we can easily calculate the equilibrium R&D expenditures for 

firms. The equilibrium level can be obtained by substituting r = 1 and pd = 1 in 

(5.12). Thus, we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 7. The equilibrium level of expenditures for firms A and B under incom

patibility is given by O(Et·)2 and 0(Ef·)2 where 

EA. _ EB. _ (Vm - 1/2)(1 -11/2) + 11/4 
I - I - 20 + Vm (1/2 -11/3) - (1-1])1/2 

(5.13) 

Using (5.12) and (5.13) we have the following result. 

Proposition 4. If pd ~ 1 then for high values of standardization effectiveness 

or high value of 0 and low values of 1], R&D investments in breakthrough 
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innovations are lower when firms are compatible than when they are incom-

patible. 

Notice that the conditions specified in the proposition are sufficient and not 

necessary conditions. In fact, our numerical simulations show that over 10,000 

parameters combinations there were no violations of this proposition. The intuition 

for this result is as follows. Firms invest in breakthrough R&D in order to capture 

the full market. When firms become compatible, the chances of success are reduced. 

If pd > 1 then firms have even less incentive to invest in R&D since in this case 

incremental profits from successful R&D are lower. Thus, in general we should 

expect to see a decline in investment in breakthrough R&D when firms become 

compatible. 

Now we investigate the compatibility choices of firms. The following lemma 

summarizes the equilibrium solution. 

Lemma 8. If E(rr~"') - E(rr?*) < F then no firm invests in compatibility. If 

E(rr~"') - E(rr?*) > F then the only symmetric equilibrium is a mixed 

strategy equilibrium. Under this strategy, both firms invest in compatibility 

with probability p* where p* is given by: 

". 1 F 
p = - E(n~*) - E(rr?*) (5.14) 

Using (5.14) we have the following result: 

Proposition 5a. Firms are more likely to choose compatibility as p increases or 

as d increases. 

Proposition 5b. Firms are less likely to choose compatibility as F increases. 
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The proposition is intuitive and relates to the impact of compatibility on base 

profits. Thus, if compatibility leads to substantial increase in base profits (which 

are equal to pd/2) then firms are more likely to choose compatibility. Proposition 

5b. says that as the cost of achieving compatibility increases, firms are less likely 

to choose compatibility which is fairly intuitive. 

It is difficult to use (5.14) to determine the impact of uncertainty and stan

dardization effectiveness on firm's compatibility decisions. Therefore, as before we 

used a numerical simulation analysis to examine this issue. We simulated 10,000 

parameter combinations. The parameter ranges we chose are shown in Table 1. 

We used a logistic regression to model the impact of model parameters on firms' 

compatibility decision. The results of the simulation are presented in Table 3. 

We see that as uncertainty (1'/) increases firms are more likely to choose com

patibility. This is consistent with our results in previous sections. The reason for 

this result is the same as before. Firms are choosing compatibility as a competitive 

weapon to prevent entry of exogenous firms. Also note that as r increases, i.e. as 

standards become less effective in preventing entry of breakthrough technology, 

firms are less likely to choose compatibility. In other words, increased standardiza

tion effectiveness promotes the chances of standardization by firms. This is again 

consistent with our prior results. 

5.1.3 The Impact of Compatibility on Type of R&D Investment 

Our analysis highlights the similarities and the differences between the two 

types of R&D. We find that the level of R&D expenditures by incumbent firms 

declines as uncertainty in the environment increases. We also find that increased 

uncertainty is likely to lead to standardization by incumbent firms. 
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Our results show that compatibility differentially impacts minor and break

through R&D. In general, we find that when firms are compatible, we should 

expect to see a decline in the investment in breakthrough R&D and an increase 

in the investment in minor R&D (Proposition 180 and 2). Thus the result suggests 

that the impact of compatibility on innovation can be understood better if we look 

at different types of R&D. Previous researchers have not looked at the impact of 

innovation in terms of this dichotomy and consequently there is little consensus 

on the impact of standards on innovation. Thus, these results provides one expla

nation for the contradictory results of Link (1983) and Lecraw (1984). Also, the 

results suggest that standards can change the nature of R&D competition. Thus, 

when firms standardize - we should expect to see a shift in the focus of R&D efforts. 

In other words, when products are unstandardized we should see more investments 

in R&D for new product development. After standards have been formed firms are 

likely to shift their focus to minor product improvements or process improvements. 

5.2 Asymmetric R&D Capabilities 

In this section we examine how a firms' endogenous R&D capabilities may 

determine its preference for compatibility. We examine this issue by assuming 

that one firm - Firm A is less efficient in R&D. In terms of our model - this 

means that firm A has a higher () parameter. As before, we study the case of 

breakthrough R&D and minor R&D separately. Again, this separate analysis 

provides us with insights as to how firms' R&D strengths in one type of R&D may 

affect its preferences for compatibility. 

5.2.1 Minor R&D 
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In this case we assume that firm A has R&D cost parameter (J A and firm B 

has cost parameter (JB where (JA > (JB' Thus, firm A is less efficient in R&D. The 

analysis in this section is similar to that in §5.1.1 We therefore only present the 

main results. Details of the analysis can be found in Appendix B. 

Proposition 6a. If (JB is sufficiently large and if pd > 1 then firms invest more in 

R&D under compatibility than under incompatibility. 

Proposition 6b. If (JB is sufficiently large and if pd > 1 then the efficient firm 

(Firm B) prefers compatibility more strongly than the inefficient firm (firm 

A). Further, this difference in preferences increases as the asymmetry in 

R&D capabilities increases. 

Proposition 6a. is consistent with our prior results. Proposition 6b. highlights 

the impact of asymmetry on firm's preference for compatibility. Thus, we find 

that firms which are inefficient at minor R&D will be less willing to standardize. 

This is particularly true when pd > 1 i.e. when firms may find it attractive to 

standardize if they were to ignore the impact of their R&D capabilities on future 

profits. The intuition of the result is as follows. When firms standardize, the 

levels of differentiation between the firms decreases. Consequently firms are more 

susceptible to the impact of successful R&D by the opponent firm. Therefore, firms 

which are less efficient in developing minor product improvements should oppose 

compatibility. This is because these firms cannot afford to invest larger amounts 

in R&D which is necessary when firms become compatible. In contrast, their more 

efficient competitors can spend more on R&D and gain substantial market share· 

since firms are relatively undifferentiated under compatibility. Thus, firms which 

are efficient in minor R&D would prefer to be compatible· particularly when its 
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competitors are poor in developing minor innovations. This result provides one 

explanation why smaller firms are often interested in promoting standards. 

As remarked earlier, although our analysis is for the case of minor product 

improvements, the results are valid even when we consider process improvements 

i.e. cost reducing innovations. Thus, firms which are good at process improvements 

gain more from compatibility. This may be one of the reasons behind the success 

of many Japanese firms in market for standardized products like semiconductors, 

fax machines, TVs etc. This was also one of the reasons why IBM executives chose 

compatibility in the PC market. IBM believed that they had (and would continue 

to have) significant cost advantages over its competitors (Business Week 1986). 

5.2.2 Breakthrough R&D 

Now we examine R&D and compatibility decisions of firms when they are 

investing in breakthrough R&D. As before, we assume that firm A is cost inefficient 

and has a cost parameter (JA > (JB. Since the analysis is similar to §5.1.2 we only 

present the main results. Details are in Appendix B. 

Proposition 7a. For low values of r firms invest more under incompatibility than 

under compatibility. 

Proposition 7b. For low values of r the inefficient firm (Firm A) prefers compat

ibility more strongly than the efficient firm (firm B). Further, this difference 

in preferences increases as the asymmetry in R&D capabilities increases. 

Note that the proposition provides sufficient conditions for the result to hold. 

Proposition 7a. is consistent with our prior results. Proposition Th. suggests 

that if standards are effective then firms which are efficient in R&D are more 
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likely to oppose standards. The intuition for this result is as follows. When a 

firm is good in developing new products, it has less to gain from standardization 

than firms which are inefficient at developing new products. This is because the 

efficient firm reduces its chance of earning monopoly profits - if it standardizes. 

On the other hand, the inefficient firm has more incentive to standardize. This 

is because by standardizing, it can reduce its R&D expenditures. Furthermore, 

by standardizing the inefficient firm protects itself from innovation by the efficient 

firm and the exogenous firms. This result provides another explanation why smaller 

firms should promote standards. These firms are unlikely to have the resources 

or the expertise to develop new products. Thus, they have strong incentives to 

standardize. The result also provides an explanation why firms like Sony have 

traditionally opposed standards. 

5.2.3 Choice of Compatibility and Type of R&D Competence 

The results of our analysis suggests that firms which are good at developing 

breakthrough technologies have less incentive to become compatible. This is be

cause by standardizing such firms reduce the chances of earning monopoly profits. 

However, firms which are poor at developing breakthrough R&D can benefit from 

standardizing since standards protect them from R&D efforts of their competitors. 

In contrast, firms which are superior in developing minor innovations prefer com

patibility more strongly than firms which are less efficient in developing product 

improvements. This is because such firms benefit from the loss of differentiation 

which results from standardization. Since these firms are good at developing minor 

innovations - this loss of differentiation provides them with an opportunity to gain 

substantial market share from their competitors. On the other hand, firms which 
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are poor at developing minor product improvements should oppose standards since 

standardization makes them more susceptible to R&D efforts of their more efficient 

competitors. Thus, firms must consider there competence in different aspects of 

product development before making their R&D decisions. Firms which ignore their 

R&D competence in making compatibility decisions are likely to make sub-optimal 

decisions. 
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Table 1: Range of Parameters for Numerical Simulation 

Differentiation: d [0,1] 
Uncertainty Parameter: 1] [0,1] 

Standardization effectiveness: r [0,1] 
wid [0,3] 

Market size: p [1,3] 
R&D cost parameter: (} [0.5,1.5] 

Fixed cost of adapting: F [0,1] 
Vm-pd [0,1] 



Table 2: Regression Results for Minor R&D 
Independent Variable Parameter Estimates t 

Intercept -4.319 -5.96 
Market demand: p 1.423 18.486 

w -.500 -8.725 
Differentiation: d 4.48 18.59 

Uncertainty: 'T} 1.17 8.48 
Standardization effectiveness: r -8.725 -13.14 

R&D cost: () 4.674 2.15 
Cost of Compatibility: F -11.18 -39.70 

Dependent Variable = Probability of Investing in Compatibility 

R 2=O.593 
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p 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
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T bl 3 R Re It ~ B kth hR&D a e . egression BU B or rea roug . 
Independent Variable Parameter Estimates t p 

Intercept -3.88 -10.65 0.0001 
Vm -0.647 -5.019 0.0001 

Market demand: p 1.56 11.75 0.0001 
Differentiation: d 4.94 12.89 0.0001 

Uncertainty: 1] 1.07 7.922 0.0001 
Standardization effectiveness: r -3.07 3.907 0.0001 

R&D cost: () -14.9 -38.1 0.0001 
Cost of Compatibility: F -19.27 -47.06 0.0001 

Dependent Variable = Probability of Investing in Compatibility 

R 2=O.598 
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6. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 

In Chapters 3 and 4 we developed a game theoretical model which examines how 

firms should make compatibility and R&D decisions in a technologically turbulent 

environment. Thus, our focus has been primarily on the normative applications of 

the model. However, it is unclear as to whether the analysis has any descriptive 

value. In other words, can we expect managers to behave in a manner consistent 

with the model? Many authors have argued that the purpose of game theoretical 

models is primarily normative and not predictive (e.g., Aumann 1985, Saloner 

1991). In other words, game theoretical models can provide managers with insights 

but do not necessarily represent the actual behavior of firms. The purpose of this 

chapter is to examine whether the game theoretical model presented in Chapters 3 

and 4 forms a predictive theory of firm behavior. Towards this end we conduct an 

experiment to check the predictive validity of our results. The use of experiments 

to test game theoretical models is fairly well established (e.g., Holt 1985, Moore 

1992, Rappoport 1992). This is because experiments allow us to provide subjects 

with a scenario corresponding to the model and examine whether subjects decisions 

track the normative analysis. 

6.1 Hypotheses from the Theoretical Model 

The theoretical development in Chapter 5 yields several hypotheses that are 

amenable to empirical investigation. Two of these results are notable in this regard. 

First, we find that uncertainty can encourage firms to choose standardization more 

often. This result holds both when firms invest in minor R&D and when they invest 
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in breakthrough R&D. Second result from the previous analysis is that when firms 

are investing in minor R&D they spend more on R&D under compatibility than 

under incompatibility. In contrast, when they are investing in breakthrough R&D, 

they spend less under compatibility than under incompatibility. Formally, we offer 

the following hypotheses for empirical testing. 

Hypothesis 1a. Firms investing in minor R&D are more likely to invest in 

compatibility under conditions of high uncertainty than under low uncertainty. 

Hypothesis lb. Firms are investing in breakthrough R&D are more likely to 

invest in compatibility under conditions of high uncertainty than under low uncer

tainty. 

Hypothesis 2a. Firms spending on minor R&D will spend more under compati

bility than under incompatibility. 

Hypothesis 2a. Firms spending on breakthrough R&D will spend more under 

incompatibility than under compatibility 

6.2 Experimental Design 

Subjects were provided with a scenario describing a situation in which they 

played the role of a Vice President for a hypothetical company. In this capacity, 

they were asked to make both compatibility and R&D decisions for the firm. The 

detailed scenario descriptions are provided in Appendices C and D. We briefly 

describe these below. 

6.2.1 Scenario Description 

The case describes a hypothetical company, Sonodyne Corporation which has 

developed a new type of CD player (Sonodisk) which is Buperior to the present 
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CD technology. However, the new CD player is incompatible with the present 

conventional CD technology. The company faces competition from another firm -

Webel Corporation, which has developed a similar product (Webel Disk) which is 

also incompatible with both conventional CDs as we as with the Sonodisk. Both 

firms also face a threat from another potential competitor - Uptron Corp., which is 

in the process of developing a new technology which is expected to be far superior 

to both firms' product. The presence of Uptron Corp. introduces technological 

uncertainty in the environment. 

The first decision that subjects must make is whether they wish to invest in 

compatibility. Tables 4 and 5 report the parameters we used in designing the exper

iment. These parameters correspond to the model presented in Chapter 5. Thus d, 

r, p and (J (which represents the differentiation, standardization effectiveness, mar

ket size and R&D effectiveness parameters respectively) were held constant across 

the study conditions. The parameters w and Vm ( which represents the increase 

in utility due to product improvement and monopoly profits respectively) were 

unique to the minor R&D and breakthrough cases respectively. The tables also 

show the optimal expenditures (Eo and Ei) and the mixed strategy probability 

associated with the compatibility decisions which are derived from the theoretical 

model of Chapter 5 for each study condition. 

The scenario describes how the firm's compatibility decisions reduce Uptron's 

chances of entry. Compatibility also has an impact on the profits of firms. In 

particular, if Uptron does not enter and no firm is successful in its R&D efforts 

than profits under compatibility are 5% lower under incompatibility (i.e. 200 and 

190 respectively). The payoff matrix presented to the subjects also showed that 

compatibility interacts with R&D. In other words, firms compatibility status had 
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an effect on the profits firms receive when they or when their competitors are 

successful in R&D. Thus, the subjects needed to consider the various advantages 

and disadvantages of compatibility while making this decision (see Appendices C 

and D which provide similar descriptions for the compatibility decisions under the 

minor and breakthrough R&D). 

After making their compatibility decision, the second decision that subjects 

needed to make is the level of R&D expenditures. Consistent with our theoretical 

model subjects were asked to invest either in minor R&D (Appendix C) or break

through R&D {Appendix D). Subjects must consider the tradeoff between the cost 

of increased R&D and increasing their chances of success. The payoffs associated 

with success and failure under incompatibility and compatibility were varied in 

accordance with the model framework. Under minor R&D, when only one firm 

was successful, the market size increased and the successful firm also gained profits 

at the expense of its competitor. If both firms succeed, the situation reverted to 

the base case and both market size and individual firm profits remain unchanged. 

Also, as indicated earlier, the market size was 5% larger under incompatibility 

versus under compatibility, after factoring in growth due to successful innovation. 

In breakthrough R&D, the market size is set to increase 12.5% (i.e., 450) when 

a firm is successful in capturing the full market. Uptron's entry eliminated the 

profits for the incumbent except when breakthrough R&D produced a superior 

technology for the incumbent (see Appendices C and D for detailed presentations 

of these payoff matrices). 

6.2.2 Procedure 

A total of 31 Bubjects participated in the experiment. A majority of the subjects 
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were seniors in the Systems and Industrial Engineering Department at University 

of Arizona. We chose to use engineering students for the analysis since standard

ization and R&D decisions are often made by technical managers. A total of 16 

subjects were assigned to the condition in which subjects invest in minor R&D. 

The remaining 15 subjects were assigned to the breakthrough R&D condition. 

As mentioned earlier, uncertainty in the environment was manipulated at 2 

levels (between subjects). In the high uncertainty situation subjects were told 

that under incompatibility the probability that Uptron will enter is 40%. In the 

low uncertainty condition subjects were told that there was a 20% probability that 

Uptron will enter the market. The standardization effectiveness parameter was 

the same in both cases i.e. 0.5. In other words, standardization could reduce the 

chances of Uptron's entry by 50%. 

After reading the case description, subjects responded to a questionnaire that 

checked the basic understanding of the game situation and also the manipulations. 

Detailed instructions were provided to facilitate the computer interaction (see Ap

pendices C and D). Subjects were then asked to make 15 rounds of decisions by 

interacting with a computer. The computer was programmed to play the optimal 

strategies prescribed by the theoretical model. Since the optimal strategies are 

Nash strategies - the optimal response by subjects is to also play Nash equilibrium 

strategies. For each round, subjects input their decisions on the computer screen. 

After they entered their own compatibility decision - subjects were informed of 

their competitor's decision which was generated by the computer program on the 

basis of the optimal (mixed) strategy. Thus, at this point, the subjects were in

formed of the compatibility status of the two firms. 

The subjects were next asked to make their R&D expenditure level decision. 
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After subjects input their R&D expenditure decision, the computer informed them 

of the R&D outcomes for the various firms. The computer generates these out

comes on the basis of subjects' R&D investment level, the probability that Uptron 

will enter and the competitive investment levels for Webel Disk determined by a 

stochastic process using a probability distribution which is a function of the various 

investment levels. 

Finally, the subjects were informed of their profits for the round. Each subject 

was asked to make 15 rounds of compatibility and R&D decisions. At the end of 

15 rounds, subjects completed a questionnaire that elicited task reactions and also 

collected demographic and background information. 

6.2.3 Data Characteristics and Manipulation Checks 

Most subjects were senior industrial engineering students. The average age of 

the subjects was 28 while the median age was 22. Given the subject sample most 

subjects had no prior work experience and were not involved in real-world com

patibility and R&D decisions for a company. However, their technical background 

was expected to allow them to relate to the situation described in the scenarios. 

Subjects found the task description clear (mean rating 5.77 on a 7 point scale) 

and rated the task as reasonably realistic (mean rating 4.6 on a 7 point scale). 

A median involvement rating of 5 on a 7 point scale suggest that subjects were 

involved in the task. On average the task took 46 minutes to complete the task. 

The uncertainty manipulation was checked by a question in the questionnaire. 

The question asked subjects to rate the likelihood that Uptron will succeed in de

veloping the new product. The rating scale was a 7 point scale with 1 denoting 

high likelihood. A t test for manipulation of uncertainty variable revealed signif-
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icant differences in means scores for high uncertainty and low uncertainty groups 

(p < 0.02). Thus, uncertainty was successfully manipulated. 

6.3 Results: Uncertainty and Compatibility Decisions 

In this section we discuss the results of the test for Hypothesis 1. Since the 

scenario and in particular the payoff matrices for the minor and breakthrough 

R&D cases were different, we analyze each of these cases separately. 

6.3.1 Minor R&D 

Sixteen subjects were assigned to this condition and produced a total of 240 

observations (15 observations per person). The subjects' compatibility decisions 

were coded as a 0-1 variable. 

Recall that the analytical model suggests that each individual subject should 

use a mixed strategy. Since each subject made 15 compatibility decisions- we can 

estimate the probability with which each subject invests in compatibility. The 

estimated probabilities for each subject in this condition is presented in Table 

6. Note that 10 out of the 16 subjects seem to be using mixed strategies while 

this is consistent with the model prediction, the subjects seem to be using widely 

different strategies. The model predicts that most of this variation can be explained 

by differences in uncertainty. In other words, subjects in the high uncertainty case 

are more likely to invest in compatibility. 

We first calculate the mean probabilities of investment in compatibility for 

subjects in the high uncertainty and the low uncertainty condition. The mean 

probability for the low uncertainty group is 0.508 and 0.591 for the high uncertainty 
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group. Note that the optimal probabilities for the low group is 0.227 and 0.792 for 

the high group. Thus, at the aggregate level subjects are using mixed strategies 

which differ substantially from the normative solution. In fact, we cannot reject the 

hypothesis that subjects are using random strategies (i.e. investing in compatibility 

with probability 0.5). It is however interesting to note that 4 out of the 8 subjects 

in the high uncertainty group are using pure strategies. in which they always 

invested in compatibility. 

A t test examining whether subjects in the high uncertainty conditions had 

a higher probability of choosing compatibility, was not statistically significant 

(t = 0.4495, p > 0.66). Another analysis around the median in involvement 

scale (5.0) showed that showed that subjects who were more involved choose com

patibility with probability 0.3666 under high uncertainty condition whereas those 

who are highly involved and are in the low uncertainty condition chose compatibil

ity with probability 0.48325. However the difference is not statistically significant 

(t = 0.395, P > 0.70). A third analysis was designed to explore whether there were 

significant learning effects that led to normatively correct decisions in the later 

stages. We removed the first five observations for each subject and compared the 

compatibility choice probabilities of the high and low uncertainty groups. How

ever, the difference was not significant (t = 0, p = 1). Overall the results show that 

although subjects seem to use mixed strategies there were widely different strate

gies. Thus the data are not consistent with the hypothesized effect of uncertainty 

on probability of choosing compatibility. 

6.3.2 Breakthrough R&D 

We tested RIb by conducting a similar analysis for the breakthrough R&D 
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condition. The results for the estimated individual level probabilities are presented 

in Table 7. The results show that 13 out of the 15 subjects are using mixed 

strategies. This seems to be consistent with the model predictions. The average 

probability with which subjects in the high uncertainty case chose compatibility 

was 0.37655 while subjects in the low uncertainty case chose compatibility with 

a probability of 0.46677. Notice that the optimal mixed strategy solution for the 

low uncertainty group case was 0.156 and 0.52 for the high uncertainty group 

Thus, subjects in both groups seemed to be using a different strategy than that 

suggested by the optimal solution. Moreover, subjects in the low uncertainty 

group are choosing compatibility more often than subjects in the high uncertainty 

case. This is contrary to what was hypothesized in H1b. 

A t test showed that subjects in the high uncertainty group were not signifi

cantly different than the subjects in the low uncertainty group in terms of their 

compatibility investment decisions {t = 0.1577, p > 0.87}. A second analysis was 

designed to examine whether subjects who were more involved, made the norma

tively correct decision. Conducted as in the minor R&D case, this analysis also 

showed that highly involved subjects in the high uncertainty case chose compati

bility with probability 0.2663 whereas those in the low uncertainty condition chose 

compatibility with probability 0.403. However, the means were not significantly 

different (t = 1.09, p > 0.4381). A third analysis exploring the possibility of better 

decisions at the later stages of the game was also conducted by examining the last 

10 decisions of each subject. No significant differences were found and the t test 

for the effect of compatibility was not significant (t = 1.46, p > 0.1941). Thus, no 

support for H1b was found and the means were ordered in a direction opposite to 

what was hypothesized. 
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6.4 Compatibility and R&D Investment Levels 

We now examine the subjects' decisions regarding their level of R&D invest

ments. Hypothesis 2 suggests that compatibility effects on the level of R&D deci

sions will vary under the minor and breakthrough R&D scenarios. We therefore 

present these analyses separately. 

6.4.1 Minor R&D 

We first consider the strategies used by individual subjects. Since each sub

ject made 15 decisions in a game we can determine how their R&D investments 

varied with their compatibility status. Note that in this experiment, each subject 

determined his/her own compatibility status by virtue of their first decision that 

they made in each round. We compare the R&D investment level for each subject 

by pooling across decisions where they chose to be incompatible versus those in 

which they chose compatibility. Table 8 presents the results for each individual 

and the associated t test results to determine whether compatibility had a signif

icant impact on subject's R&D decisions. The results are only for 12 out of the 

total of 16 subjects, since four subjects always chose to invest in compatibility and 

therefore were never in the incompatibility condition. First notice that the R&D 

expenditures vary substantially across subjects. The mean R&D investment under 

compatibility is $68.72 million for low uncertainty case and $52.14 million for the 

high uncertainty case as contrasted with the corresponding optimal solutions are 

$9.42 million and $3.99 million. Thus, subjects spent as much as 7-13 times more 

than the optimal values. Similarly, average R&D investments under incompatibil

ity were $54.13 million for low uncertainty group and $72.2 million for the high 
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uncertainty subjects, as contrasted with the optimal values of $7.52 million for 

the low uncertainty case and $2.24 million for the high uncertainty case. In other 

words, the subjects spent between 7-35 times more than the optimal values. Thus, 

the results show that that subjects seem to overspend substantially on R&D. 

Table 8 shows that 6 subjects invested larger amounts in R&D under compat

ibility under compatibility than under incompatibility, 6 subjects however showed 

the opposite pattern. The amounts were significantly different in only two out 

of these 12 cases. In one case the subject's investment under compatibility were 

significantly higher. The other case showed the opposite pattern was observed. 

Thus, the overall results do not show a significant pattern or relationship between 

compatibility and investment decisions. Exploring the data by grouping subjects 

on the basis of the uncertainty condition show that 4 out of 8 subjects invested 

more under compatibility in the low uncertainty condition whereas in the high un

certainty case,2 out of 4 subjects invested more under compatibility. Thus, in both 

the high and the low uncertainty case, no consistent relationship was found be

tween the subjects' decisions and the level of R&D investments. We also conducted 

another analysis to see whether subjects in the high involvement conditions made 

decisions that were consistent with the normative recommendations. However, the 

results do not reveal any differences by subjects' involvement level. 

The aggregate results were also examined using an ANOVA analysis. Subjects' 

R&D expenditure levels (two levels) were analyzed as a function of the trial and 

compatibility status. Each subject were allowed to have an idiosyncratic mean 

level of R&D expenditure and the hypothesis that subjects will invest more un

der compatibility than under incompatibility was tested within subjects using the 

(Compatibility Status x Subject) interaction as the error term as the following 
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equation shows: 

Y - /30 + /31 * subject + /32 * Compatibility Status + 

/33 * (Compatibility Status x Subject) + /34 * Trial + € 

Table 9 presents the results for the analysis although the overall model is highly 

significant (F = 9.17, p < 0.0001), Hypothesis 2a is not supported (F = 0.66, 

p> 0.43). Re-analysis of the data separately for more versus less involved subjects 

(using median split) did not result in support for the hypothesis for either the 

high involvement or the low involvement subjects (p > 0.51 for high involvement 

subjects and p > 0.79 for low involvement subjects.). In summary, no systemic 

relationship was found between compatibility and R&D investment level decisions 

in this study for the minor R&D scenario. 

6.4.2 Breakthrough R&D 

We approached the breakthrough R&D data in a similar manner by first con

sidering the strategies used by individual subjects. The results are presented in 

Table 10. The results are only for 14 out of the total of 15 subjects since one 

subject always chose to invest in compatibility and therefore was never in the in

compatibility condition. As for the minor R&D case, the R&D expenditures vary 

substantially across subjects. The mean R&D investment under compatibility is 

$91. 78 million (low uncertainty) and $223.53 million (high uncertainty) as con

trasted to the corresponding optimal solutions ( $8.45 million and $8.19 million 

respectively). Thus, subjects spent as much as 12- 26 times more than the optimal 

values. Similarly, average R&D investments under incompatibility were $184.41 
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million for low uncertainty group and $191.16 million for the high uncertainty case. 

This is in contrast to the respective optimal values of $28.08 million and $26.45 

million. Thus, subjects spent more than six times the optimal values reflecting 

considerable overspending on R&D. 

Table 10 also shows that 8 subjects spent less on R&D under compatibility 

(which is the normatively correct decision). However, 6 Bubjects invested more 

under compatibility. The impact of compatibility was significant for 7 subjects -

of whom 6 subjects invested lower amounts in R&D when they were compatible. 

Thus, these results provide show weak support consistent with Hypothesis 2b. We 

also considered whether uncertainty plays a role in the impact of compatibility 

Grouping subjects by uncertainty condition showed that 5 out of 8 low uncer

tainty subjects invested less when compatible versus incompatible. In the high 

uncertainty case 3 out of 6 subjects invested less under compatibility. Thus, we 

found no consistent relationship between compatibility and the level of subjects' 

R&D decisions in either uncertainty case. A separate analysis also did not any 

differences between low and more involved subjects. 

An ANOVA analysis identical to that for the minor R&D case was used to test 

the within subject hypothesis. As the results in Table 11 show the overall model 

is highly significant (F = 10.13, p < 0.0001). but Hypothesis 2b is not supported 

(F = 3.10, p > 0.1O). Further analysis by subject involvement level (separated in 

a median split) also did not reveal support for the hypothesis for either the high 

involvement or the low involvement subjects (p > 0.22 and p > 0.33 respectively). 

6.5 Discussion 

The results for compatibility decisions for both the minor and breakthrough 
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R&D case show that most subjects indeed use mixed strategies. However the 

pattern of compatibility choice was not consistent with the model. In particular, 

subjects in the high uncertainty condition did not prefer compatibility any more 

than subjects in the low uncertainty condition. Also, the mixed strategies used by 

subjects varied widely and did not correspond to the optimal solution. Thus we 

did not generate empirical support for the model in this study. 

The experimental scenario provided subjects with a relatively complex task in 

which they need to consider various tradeoff's while making their compatibility de

cisions. Thus, some subjects may view compatibility as a defensive tool to prevent 

entry by a third party. These subjects should therefore spend more when uncer

tainty is high. However other Bubjects may view compatibility as an expenditure 

and therefore may be less willing to spend on compatibility when they perceive 

there is a high chance that a third party will enter and drive them out of the mar

ket. These subjects will prefer to invest less under high uncertainty conditions. 

Thus, subjects may be placing different weights on the uncertainty reducing aspect 

of compatibility and the cost of compatibility. Whether more explicit presentations 

of these considerations would elicit normatively consistent compatibility decisions 

remains open for future research. 

Subjects R&D decisions were also not consistent with the model predictions. 

We find that subjects considerably over-invest in R&D in both the breakthrough 

and minor R&D cases. The minor R&D analysis showed that although some 

subjects spend more on R&D under compatibility versus incompatibility the dif

ferences were not significant. A possible explanation for absence of significance 

patterns may lie in the relative complexity of the task. Some subjects may want 

to spend more under compatibility because they reason that R&D becomes more 
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effective under compatibility because firms lose differentiation and therefore a suc

cessful company stands to gain substantially from the losing firm. However other 

may focus on the fact that compatibility leads to lower "base" profits if there are 

no successful innovations. This perspective suggests a rationale for spending less 

on R&D under compatibility. Thus different subjects may have different weights 

for each of these aspects which determine their R&D expenditures. 

The results for subjects' investment in breakthrough R&D were more encourag

ing. A significant proportion of subjects invested significantly less in R&D under 

compatibility than under incompatibility. However, the impact of compatibility 

was not significant at the aggregate level. As in the case discussed above, the situ

ation lends itself to mUltiple perspectives. Subjects may wish to spend less under 

co~patibility because compatibility lowers the likelihood that a firm will success

fully capture the full market and earn monopoly profits. However, other subjects 

may focus on the fact that compatibility reduces the threat from the exogenous firm 

and th~refore believe that investing in R&D is more attractive in this condition. 

Subjects' failure to balance these perspectives may have produced the variability 

in findings and the absence of consistent relationships between compatibility and 

R&D investment. 

Thus, the overall results from the experimental analysis are not consistent with 

the model predictions. The data may reflect the possibility that subjects did not 

take a balanced perspective on the various considerations that influence compati

bility and R&D investment level decisions. One possibility is that the scenario was 

not sufficiently explicit enough in presenting the considerations to be balanced 

in making such R&D and compatibility decisions. This may reflect the relative 

naivete of our subjects who were students rather than managers who are regularly 
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involved in such decisions. At the same time, it is not entirely clear that even if 

the various considerations were made salient and that we were dealing with ex

perienced managers, we would find subjects to be capable of intuitively balancing 

these considerations. As emphasized in the behavioral decision making literature, 

this speaks to both the value of normative models in aiding complex managerial 

decisions and to the importance of understanding the nature and quality of heuris

tics that managers use while making such decisions. The present findings suggest 

a need for future research that explores these issues further with more explicit 

scenarios and expert subjects. 
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Table 4 shows the parameters used for the experimental design for minor R&D. 

Also the optimal solutions for the parameter values are shown. Note that the 

market size was normalized to 400. 

Table 4: Parameters for Minor R&D 

d "1 r w p () F Eo Ej p* 

0.678 0.2 0.5 0.5 1.4 0.5 0.015 0.217 0.1413 0.227835 
0.678 0.4 0.5 0.5 1.4 0.5 0.015 0.194 0.1065 0.79163 

Table 5 shows the parameters used for the experimental design for breakthrough 

R&D. Also the optimal solutions for the parameter values are shown. Note that 

the market size was normalized to 400. 

Table 5: Parameters for Breakthrough R&D 

d "1 () r Vm p F Eo Ej p'" 
0.678 0.2 1.25 0.5 1.25 1.4 0.02 0.13 0.237 0.156 
0.678 0.4 1.25 0.5 1.25 1.4 0.02 0.128 0.23 0.52 



I Table 6: Minor R&D Individual Probability Estimates I 
I Subject I Probability Estimate I Uncertainty Condition I 

1032 0.6 Low 
3030 0.4 Low 
5300 0.9333 Low 
6196 0.0 Low 
2261 0.4 Low 
2305 0.733 Low 
4589 0.4667 Low 
8699 0.5333 . - Low 
280 0.333 High 
5539 0.133 High 
7089 0.0 High 
771 1.0 High 
3090 1.0 High 
3808 1.0 High 
849 1.0 High 
8601 0.2667 High 
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I Table 7: Breakthrough R&D Individual Probability Estimates I 
I Subject I Probability Estimate I Uncertainty Condition I 

2806 1.0 Low 
4510 0.2 Low 
642 0.4 Low 
7563 0.667 Low 
7795 0.4667 Low 
8327 0.4667 Low 
3438 0.3333 Low 
5987 0.0 Low 
9616 0.6667 Low 
1234 0.133 High 
6466 0.6 High 
9420 0.0667 High 
5327 0.8 High 
5669 0.1333 High 
8619 0.5333 High 
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Table 8: Minor R&D: R&D Investments 
Subject Mean R&D Mean R&D t P 

Incompatibility Compatibility 
1032 45.0 52.0 0.6429 0.53 
3030 71.11 71.67 0.016 0.987 
5300 200 165.7 -0.89 0.388 
6196 0 0 0 1.0 
2261 106.11 40.0 -2.207 0.0459 
2305 3.25 8.09 0.8673 0.396 
4589 102.16 89.67 0.299 0.77 
8699 14.0 39.0 5.782 0.0001 
280 92.75 115.08 0.57 0.58 
5539 150.0 112.82 -1.408 0.182 
7089 37.74 5.63 -1.403 0.1848 
8601 50.0 56.64 0.1325 0.896 
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Table 9a: Minor R&D: ANOVA Results 

Source I Degrees of Freedom I SS I F p 

Model 41 564602.483 9.17 0.0001 
Error 198 297445.726 

Corrected Total 239 862048.209 

Table 9b: Test of Hypothesis 2a. 

Source Degrees of Freedom SS F P 
STATUS 1 1946.92 0.66 0.4331 
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Table 10: Breakthrough R&D: R&D Investments 
Subject Mean R&D Mean R&D t P 

Incompatibility Com patibility 
4510 193.25 33.33 -1.732 0.1069 
642 85.62 0 -3.357 0.005 
7563 135.71 162.50 1.01 0.33 
7795 135.71 162.5 1.012 0.33 
8327 357.14 178.12 3.44 0.004 
3438 28.75 30.0 0.072 0.94 
5987 304.54 162.5 -3.60 0.003 
9616 50.0 51.0 0.047 0.962 
1234 225.83 400.0 2.59 0.0224 
6466 200.0 185.16 -0.1498 0.88 
9420 194.44 8.33 -19.40 0.00 
5327 125.0 154.54 1.15 0.26 
5669 125.0 15.4.54 1.159 0.267 
8619 113.33 148.89 0.7793 0.45 
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Table lla: Breakthrough R&D: ANOVA Results 

Source I Degrees of Freedom I SS I F I p 

Model 42 3051002.00 10.13 0.0001 
Error 182 1304655 

Corrected Total 224 4355657.84 

Table 11 b: Test of Hypothesis 2b. 
Source Degrees of Freedom SS F P 

STATUS 1 103183.37 3.10 0.1016 
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'T. CONCLUSIONS 

This dissertation was motivated by the recent increase in formation of product 

standards in many high technology markets. These markets are characterized by 

high degrees of technological uncertainty and high levels of R&D expenditures by 

incumbent firms. In this dissertation we examined how technological uncertainty 

impacts firms' compatibility decisions. We also examined how standard affect the 

process of innovation. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In §7.1 we 

briefly summarize the assumptions of our model. In §7.2 we discuss the key results 

from the analytical model. In §7.3 we discuss the results of our experiment. In §7.4 

we discuss the limitations of the study and provide directions for future research. 

'T.1 Summary of Model Assumptions 

We consider a scenario in which firms make both compatibility and R&D deci

sions in a multi-stage game setting. At the beginning of the game i.e. at stage 1 -

firms decide whether to produce compatible or incompatible products. Firms can 

choose compatibility either by explicit cooperative arrangements or independently 

by developing adapters. At stage 2 of the game i.e. after making their compatibil

ity decisions, firms decide on their level of R&D investments. Consistent with prior 

literature (e.g., Arrow 1962, Robertson 1971, Ali 1994) we dichotomize innovations 

into two types: breakthrough innovations and minor innovations. Breakthrough 

innovations are technological advancements that render the present products obso

lete and quickly displace the present technology. Minor innovations are incremental 

product improvements which enhance the utility of the present product. In prac

tice, firms typically invest both in breakthrough and minor R&D. Furthermore, 
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R&D decisions are likely to be interrelated. To keep the analysis simple and in 

order to highlight the differential impact of these two types of innovations, we 

assume that firms invest in only one type of R&D. and that this choice of type of 

R&D is exogenously specified.. Thus, firms either invest in minor R&D or break

through R&D and this is given. Thus, the focal R&D decision that firms make in 

our model is to select the level of R&D expenditure. 

At stage 3 of the game, the outcome of the R&D efforts of various firms are 

decided and firms make their entry decisions. If no breakthrough R&D efforts are 

successful, then both firms enter the market. If a firm is successful in developing a 

breakthrough technology it captures the full market and earns monopoly profits. 

If both firms enter the market, they independently decide on prices. While making 

their decisions firms also must consider the presence of an exogenous threat which 

represents a third firm which can develop a breakthrough product and enter the 

market displacing the incumbents. This threat of entry of external firm represents 

technological uncertainty in the environment. 

In the final stage of the game firms profits are decided. The profits of the firms 

depend on consumer preferences, the firms' compatibility decisions, the outcome 

of the efforts by external firm and the outcomes of the R&D efforts by both firms. 

Summary of Model Implications 

Our game theoretical model provided several analytical results. We find that 

the inherent technological uncertainty in such environments promotes the forma

tion of standards. This is in contrast to the suggestions by numerous authors 

(e.g., Rosen, Schnaars and Shani 1988) who have suggested that government reg

ulations may be necessary to set standards in such environments. Our results 
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suggest that an important motivation for incumbent firms to set standards is to 

protect themselves from the threat of displacement by exogenously developed su

perior technology. In high technology industries, where the threat of new superior 

technology is strong standards can serve as important competitive tools to prevent 

entry 

We also find that compatibility generally leads to higher investments in minor 

R&D and decreases investment in breakthrough R&D. These results can explain 

the contradictory results by Link{1983} and Lecraw{1984}. The results therefore 

suggest that compatibility can have a fundamental impact on the focus of R&D 

efforts of firms. When products are unstandardized firms will focus on new prod

uct development. As products standardize, firms will shift their focus to minor 

product improvements and process improvements. The results of our analysis also 

suggest that firms which are good at developing breakthrough technologies have 

less incentive to become compatible. In contrast, firms which are superior in devel

oping minor innovations may prefer compatibility more strongly than firms which 

are less efficient in developing product improvements. 

7.3 Empirical Result 

The game theoretical model yields several hypotheses that are amenable to em

pirical investigation. We conducted an experiment to check the predictive validity 

of our results. We developed a scenario corresponding to our analytical model. 

Subjects played the role of a manager for a hypothetical company which needs to 

make both compatibility and R&D decisions. 

The overall results from the experimental analysis are however not consistent 

with the model predictions. We conjecture that the inconsistent results may be 
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due to the relative complexity of the task. In order to make normatively correct 

decisions subjects needed to consider various complex tradeoffs. Given that the 

subjects were students and not experienced managers they may find it difficult to 

correctly analyze the tradeoffs. The data may therefore reflect the possibility that 

subjects did not take a balanced perspective on the various considerations that 

influence compatibility and R&D investment level decisions. 

7.4 Limitations and Directions For Future Research 

A limitation of our game theoretical model lies in the assumption that firms 

only invest in one type of R&D: Le., minor or breakthrough R&D. In reality, firms 

typically invest in both types of R&D. An extension of the model to allow firms 

to invest in different types of R&D can offer significant additional insights. For 

example, our results suggests that standards change the nature of R&D competi

tion by shifting the focus from breakthrough R&D to minor R&D. However, we 

are unable to rigorously examine this issue in the present framework. Thus, by 

extending the framework we can examine this and other important issues. We also 

do not model the decision process of the exogenous firm. Thus, we assumed that 

an exogenous firm will invest the same amount on R&D regardless of incumbent 

firms' compaitilbity decisions. Future research should extend the model to allow 

for strategic behavior on the part of exogenous firms. 

The empirical tests for the analytical model did not yield results which are 

consistent with the model. This may be due to limitations in experimental design. 

One possibility is that the scenario was not sufficiently explicit enough in presenting 

the considerations to be balanced in making such R&D and compatibility decisions. 

This may reflect the relative naivete of our subjects who were students rather than 
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managers who are regularly involved in such decisions. At the same time, it is not 

entirely clear that even if the various considerations were made salient and that 

we were dealing with experienced managers, we would find subjects to be capable 

of intuitively balancing these considerations. As emphasized in the behavioral 

decision making literature, this speaks to both the value of normative models in 

aiding complex managerial decisions and to the importance of understanding the 

nature and quality of heuristics that managers use while making such decisions. 

The present findings suggest a need for future research that explores these issues 

further with more explicit scenarios and expert subjects. 
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Appendix A: Proofs for Chapter 4 
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Proposition 1 a • The Nash equilibrium price for both firms is equal to d when 

firms are compatible. If firms are incompatible the Nash equilibrium price is 

1. 

Proposition 1 b. The Nash equilibrium profits for both firms are equal to pdj2 

when firms are compatible. If the firms are incompatible - the Nash equilib

rium profit for each firm is 1/2. 

Proof 

In the text we show that the profit functions for firms A and B are given by: 

Differentiating with respect to pt and pr repectively we get: 

pf - 2p~ + dk - 0 

- 2pf + p~ + dk - 0 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Solving(3) and (4) it immediately follows that p~* = pr· = dk • Substituting 

this value in (1) and (2) the result follows. o 

Proposition 2. If (4.11) is satisfied then the unique symmetric Nash equilibrium 

strategy is a mixed strategy. Under this strategy, both firms invest in com

patibility with probability p* where p. is given by: 
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'" F 
p = 1 - "'"'""( 1---T-TJ~) p-dj-2---("'-1---1]-'-) j~2 (5) 

Proof 

Clearly, if (4.11) is not satisfied firms will not choose to invest in compatibility. 

If (4.11) is satisfied then there cannot exist a symmetric pure strategy equilibrium. 

Suppose in equilibrium - both firms invest. In this case deviation by one firm is 

optimal. Similar argument applies for the case when both firms do not invest in 

compatibility. In a mixed strategy equilibrium a firm invests in compatibility with 

probability p'" such that its opponent is indifferent between his two strategies. In 

other words, p. must satisfy: 

* pd • (1 - 1]) pd 
p (1 - T1])"2 + (1 - p) 2 = (1 - T1]) 2'" - F (6) 

where the left hand side in (6) refers to the case when the opponent firm does 

not invest in compatibility and the right hand side is the case when the opponent 

firm invests in compatibility. The results follows by solving for p. in (6). 0 

Corollary 2.1 There exist parameter values for which firms invest in compatibil

ity even when pd < 1. 

Proof 

Note that if (4.11) is satisfied then firms invest in compatibility with a positive 

probability. It is clear that (4.11) can take positive values even when pd < 1. 0 

Proposition 3a. The probability of investment in compatibility increases as p 

increases. In other words, firms are more likely to invest in compatibility if 

compatibility leads to a large increase in market size. 
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Proposition 3b. The probability of investment in compatibility increases as d 

increases. In other words, firms are more likely to invest in compatibility if 

it does not lead to substantial 10SB in differentiation. 

Proof 

Define n = {1 - T1])pd/2 - (1 - 1])/2. Clearly from (5) the probability of 

investment in compatibility increases as n increases. It is clear that anlap > 0, 

an/ad> 0 which completes the proof. 0 

Proposition 4a. The probability of investment in compatibility increases as r 

decreases. In other words, firms are more likely to invest in compatibility as 

the effectiveness of compatibility in reducing external threat (i.e. standard

ization effectiveness) increases. 

Proposition 4b. The probability of investment in compatibility increases with 

technological uncertainty if 8 > (l/r - 1/2) and decreases if S :5 (l/r - 1) 

where S is the effect of compatibility on base profits i.e. S = pd - 1. 

Proof 

Using the definition of n in proof of Proposition 3 we see that an/ar -

-1]pdI2 < 0 which proves the first part of the proposition. Also note that 

an/a1] = {1 - rpd)/2 = (1 - r - rS)/2. The result immediately follows. 0 
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Appendix B: Proofs for Chapter 5 
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Lemma la. Assume that the external firm is unsuccessful in its R&D efforts 

and firms A and B are compatible. Then firm A's profits are given by: 

Proof 

{ 

p(3d + w)2/(18d), if only firm A succeeds in R&D; 
n~ = p(3d - w)2/(18d), if only firm B succeeds in R&D; 

pd/2. otherwise. 
(1) 

Minor R&D provides an incremental utility w to a consumer. Thus, if a firm j 

has succeeded in developing a minor improvement then a consumer who purchases 

from j and is located at a distance z from the firm j gets utility: 

(2) 

Let us assume that firm A has succeeded in developing an innovation, while 

firm B has failed. Using (2) the indifferent consumer is located at z· where z· is 

given by: 

... w + P~f - p:S + dk 
z = 2d

k 

Therefore the profit function for firm A is given by: 

nA _ (W + p~/ - pts + dk) A 
ks - 2d

k 
Pks 

Differentiating (4) and solving the first order conditions we get: 

pA• W 

ks - dk+-
3 

pB. W 
kf - d k - -

3 

Thus, the sales for firm A and B are given by: 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
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From (5), (6), (7) and (8) the result follows. To complete the proof we note that 

when both firms succeed there is no change in the marginal consumer's prefernces 

and therefore the profits are the same as in the case when neither firm innovates. 

o 

Lemma lb. Assume that the external firm is unsuccessful in its R&D efforts 

and firms A and B are incompatible. Then firm A's profits are given by: 

Proof 

{ 

(3 + w)2/I8, if only firm A succeeds in R&D; 
n1 = (3 - w)2/18, if only firm B succeeds in R&D; 

1/2, otherwise. 

Immediate from (1) by substituting d = 1, r = 1 and p = 1. 

Lemma 2a. 

EA. _ wp(w + 6d) 
c - 360d/(1-1]r) + 2w2p 

Proof 

(9) 

o 

(10) 

Differentiating the profit function in Equation (18) with respect to E~ and 

equating to zero we get: 

Using symmetry and solving (11) we get (10). 0 

Proposition la. If firms are compatible, they invest more in R&D as p increases. 

Similarly, the investment levels for R&D increase with w. 
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Proposition lb. If firms are compatible, they invest less in R&D as 0, 1] or r 

increases. 

Proof 

Denote the denominator of (10) as D and numerator as N. Then, 

BE8* = (BN/Bp)D - (8D/8p)N 
8p D'J. 

Differentiating (10) we get: 

Similarly, 

8E8* _ 
8p 

w(w + 6d)D - 2w3p(w + 6d)N 
D'J. 

36dOp/(1 -1]r) + 2w2(p2 - 1) 0 
- D'J. > 

BE8* _ 
8w 

2(w + 3d)D - 4wN 
D'J. 

2(w + 3d) - 4wE~* 0 
- D > 

where the last inequality follows since E~* ~ 1 and 3d > w. 

Also, 

BE8* -36d/(1 -1]r)E8* ---ao= D <0 

8Eg* -36rdO/(1 -1]r)2E~* 
--= <0 

81] D 
8Eg* -36d1]/(1 -1]r)2Eg· 
--= <0 

8r D 

which completes the proof. 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

o 
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Proposition 2. If firms invest only in minor innovations then R&D expenditures 

are greater under compatibility as opposed to under incompatibility if pd > 1 

or if () is sufficiently large. 

Proof 

It is easy to see that a sufficient condition for E~· > Et· is that the reaction 

functions for the optimization problems in the case of compatibility is steeper than 

the case when firms are incompatible. In other words, it is sufficient to show that: 

(1- ~r) [wp(W + 6d) - 2w2pEB 1 > (1 -~) [W(W + 6) - 2w2EB 1 (20) 

which simplifies to a sufficient condition: 

(21) 

Clearly, (21) is satisfied if E&* < 1/2. To see the second part, we note that a 

sufficient condition for (21) to be true is that it is true when EB = 1. Substituting 

this and simplifying this reduces to: 

6d(p - l)/w > (p - d) (22) 

which is true if pd > 1. o 

Lemma 3. If E(II~·) - E(IIt·) < F then no firm invests in compatibility. If 

E(II~) - E(II t) > F then the only symmetric equilibrium is a mixed strategy 

equilibrium. Under this strategy, both firms invest in compatibility with 

probability p. where p. is given by: 

• F 
p = 1 - E(II~*) - E(IIt*) (23) 
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Proof 

The proof is identical to that for Proposition 2 in Appendix A. o 

Lemma 4. Suppose more than one finn successfully develop an innovation which 

provides utility of magnitude greater than 'Uk where k E{C,I}. Let the mag

nitude of innovation for firm i be Xi. Then if there exists an i such that 

Xi > 2xj for all j then the unique equilibrium outcome is for firm i to enter 

the market while other firms do not enter. Conversely, if there exists an i 

such that Xj < 2Xi then firm j does not enter in equilibrium. For small 

values of Ix j - Xi I there are multiple pure strategy equilibria. In each of these 

equilibria only one firm enters in equilibrium. 

Proof 

The last part of the proposition is obvious. By assumption, only one firm can 

enter in eqUilibrium. Therefore, if the differences in quality are not large - all 

equilibria with one firm entering will be admissible. The first part easily follows 

by noting that when Xi - X j > x j for all j then firm i can always underprice its 

competitors by at least an amount Xj and yet find entry profitable. Thus, in this 

case firm i will enter the market while other firms will not. 0 

Lemma 5. The probability that firm A will capture the full market, when firms 

are compatible is denoted by Pc(A) and: 

Pe(A) = r [E.1E<,!(qr2 /3 - r/2) + E.1(1 - qr/2)] (24) 

Proof 

Firm A can successfully capture the market in the following case: a) only 

firm A succeeds (b) both firm A and B succeed while firm A develops a superior 
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technology (c) both firm A and exogncous firm succeed while firm A has a superior 

technology (d) all firms succeed and finn A has the best technology. 

U sing these cases we see: 

(25) 

Simplifying (25) we obtain (24) which completes the proof. o 

Lemma 6. The equilibrium level of expenditures for firms A and B under com

patibility is given by O(E~*)2 and O(Eg*)2 where 

E A* = E B* = r(Vm - pd/2)(1-l1r/2) + l1r2pd/4 
c c 20+r~Vm(1/2-11r/3) -r~(1-l1r)pd/2 

(26) 

Proof 

The expected profits for firm A if it invests E~ under compatibility - provided 

firm B invests Eg is given by: 

Differentiating (27) with respect to E~, equating it to zero we get: 

Using symmetry and simplifying (28) we get (26). 0 

Proposition 3a. Firms spend less on breakthrough R&D as p increases. Simi-

larly, a firms' R&D investments decline as d increases or 0 increases. 
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Proposition 3b. Firms spend more on breakthrough R&D as Vm increases. 

Proposition 3c. Firms spend less on breakthrough R&D as uncertainty (7]) in-

creases. 

Proof 

Denote the numerator of (26) by N and the denominator by D. Then we have: 

aEg'" _ 
ap 

-(I-7]r)rpd/2 +r2(1-7]r)dEg"/2 
D 

-(1 - 17r )dr(1 - rEg"') 0 
- 2D < 

aEg" -(1 - 7]r)rp/2 + r2(1 - 7]r)pE~" /2 
-

ad D 

-
-(1- 7]r)pr(l- rEg") 0 

2D < 
aE~" -2EA'" 

- C < 0 
a(J D 

aE~" r(l- 7]r/2) - r2(1/2 -7]r/3)E~ 0 
- D > aVm 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

where the inequality in (34) follows since r > r2Eg and (1-7]r/2) > (1/2 -7]r/3) 

i.e. 3 > 7]r which is clearly true. 

aEg" -(r2/2)(Vm - pd) + r3(Vm /3 - pd/2)Eg" 
--= 

a7] D 
(35) 

Since r3(Vm /3 - pd/2) < (r2/2)(Vm - pd) because r E [0,1] and since Eg'" < 1 the 

result follows. o 
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Proposition 4. If pd ~ 1 then for high values of standardization effectiveness or 

high value of () and for low valuesof 17, R&D investments in breakthrough 

innovations are lower when firms are compatible than when they are inc om-

patible. 

Proof 

The case when r is small is obvious from the equation for the optimal value 

of E~"'. Let us therefore consider the other case. From Proposition 3c. we know 

that as pd increases, firms invest less under compatibility. Thus, if Eo < Ei for 

pd - 1 then it is also true when pd > 1. Using this substitution and comparing 

the optimal EtJ and Ej values given in the text, we see that sufficient condition 

for the proposition to be true is that: 

(36) 

Clearly, for large values of () or for small values of 17 the required condition is 

satisfied. o 

Lemma 8. If E(Il~"') - E(Il?"') < F then no firm invests in compatibility. If 

E(Il~"') - E(Il r) > F then the only symmetric equilibrium is a mixed 

strategy equilibrium. Under this strategy, both firms invest in compatibility 

with probability p* where p'" is given by: 

'" F 
p = 1- E(n~"') _ E(I1?*) (37) 

Proof 

Proof is identical to that for Proposition 2 in Appendix A. o 
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Proposition 5a. Firms are more likely to choose compatibility as p increases or 

as d increases. 

Proposition 5b. Firms are less likely to choose compatibility as F increases. 

Proof Note that the effect of p and d on the probability of investing in compat

ibility is captured in the term - (E(n~"') - E(nt"'). This term is the expected 

~enefit that firms receive by being compatible - if fixed costs of compatibility were 

ignored. As this expected benefit increases firms are more willing to invest in 

compatibility. Thus, we evaluate the impact of p and d on this term. Using the 

Envelope Theorem and by noting that E(n1"') does not depend on p and d we see 

that: 

~(E(nA"') _ E(IlA"')) = BE(n~) + BE(rr~) BEg'" (38) 
dp C 1 8p 8Eg 8p 

Using (5.11) it is clear that 8E(n~)/8p > 0 and similarily 8E(rr~)18Eg < O. 

From Proposition 4, BEB '" 18p < O. Thus, using Lemma 8 and (38) it follows that 

dp'" /dp > O. 

Similarly, for d we have: 

(39) 

Using (24) it is clear that B1E(n~)18d > 0 and similarily 8E(rr~)IBEg < O. 

From Proposition 3, 8EB ", 18d < O. Thus, using Lemma 8 and (38) it follows that 

dp'" /dd < O. 

The effect of F on p'" is immediate from (37) by noting that (E(II~*) - E(ll:"')) 

does not depend on F. o 

The following section corresponds to the case of asymmetric R&D capabilities. 
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Proposition 6a. If OB is sufficiently large and if pd > 1 then firms invest more in 

R&D under compatibility than under incompatibility. 

Proposition 6b. If OBis sufficiently large and if pd > 1 then the efficient firm 

(Firm B) prefers compatibility more strongly than the inefficient firm (firm 

A). FUrther, this difference in preferences increases as the asymmetry in 

R&D capabilities increases. 

Proof 

We will first determine the optimal values of R&D expenditures in this case. 

Assume that firms are compatible then the problem for Firm i can be represented 

as: 

~r1E(nb(Ei' Ej») - (1 -7]r)(Pd/2 + E~(l- Eb)(pw(~8: 6d») 

-(1 - E~)Eb(PW(~!; w») ) - OJ(E~)2 (40) 

Note that this equation is identical to that for the symmetric case except that 0 is 

indexed by firm type i.e. by i. Differentiating (40) we get the first oder condition 

for firm i which is given by: 

(1- ) wp(w +6d) _ w pEe _ 20-E i = 0 
[ 

2 j] 
7]r 18d 9d t e (41) 

Using the above first order condition and solving simultaneously for firms A and 

B we get the optimal values of E~ and Eg. These values are: 

_ [(l-7]r)WP(w + 6d)( 18dOB - (1 -7]r)w2p )] 

20AOB(18d)2 - 2(1-7]r)2w4p2 

_ [(1 -7]r)wp(w + 6d)( 18dOA - (1 - 7]r)w2p )] 

20AOB(18d)2 - 2(1 -1Jr)2W4p2 

(42) 

(43) 
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Since (JA > (JB from (42) and (43) it immediately follows that E8* > 1p~*. Also 

note that Ef* and Ef* can be calculated using (42) and (43) by substituing r = 1, 

d = 1 and p = 1. Thus, we have: 

Ef* = [(1- 7J)w(w + 6) (18(JB - (1- 7J )W
2
)] 

20AOB(18)2 - 2(1 _7J)2w4 

E B* -r - [

(1 - 7J)w(w + 6) (180A - (1 - 7J)W2p)] 

20AOB(18)2 - 2(1 - 7J)2w4 

(44) 

(45) 

Now we show that for sufficiently large (JB, E~* > Ef* and similarly E8* > 

Ef*. Let us denote the numerator of Eg* in (42) by No and the denominator by 

Do. Similarly denote the numerator of Ef* in (45) by Nr and the denominator 

by Dr. It is sufficient to show that: No> Nr and Do < Dr. We have after some 

simplification: 

Do - Dr = OAOB(18)2(d2 - 1) + ((1 -7J)2 - (1- 7Jr)2p )w4 ~ ° (46) 

The inequality follows since the first term in right hand side of (46) is non 

positive since dE [0, I}. The second term is non positive since r E [0,1] and p ;::: 1. 

Therefore, we only need to show that No > Nr. After some simplification we see 

that the sufficient condition for this to be true is that: 

2(JA> w
2 

[(P(l -7Jr?(w + 6d) - (w + 6)(1 -7J)2] 
- 9 (1 - 7Jr)pd(w + 6d) - (w + 6)(1 -1]) 

(47) 

Similar inequality is required for B. Thus, if (JB is sufficiently large then E~* > 

Ef* and E~'" > Ef*. Using Envelope theorem we have: 

~(E(n~*) -1E(n1*)) = B1E(n~) + BE(n~) BE8* _ BE(nt) _ BE(nt) BEf· 
dOA BOA BEg BOA BOA BEf BOA 

(48) 



Note that: 

Also, 

BE(ll~) 
BEB 

BE(ll?) 
BEB 

-(1 - ) [W2PE~. wp(6d - w)] 0 
- 1]T 9d + 18d < 

[
w2Ef· w(6 - w)] 

- -(1-1]) 9 + 18 <0 
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(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

Note that wp(6d - w}/18d > wp(6 - w)/18 since pd > 1. Further, since T E [0,1] 

and Eg· > Ef· and pd > 1 it follows that IBE(ll~)/BEBI > IBE(ll?)/BEBI. Also, 

8Eg· 
-

BOA 
8Ef· 

-
80A 

(1 -1]r)wp(w + 6d)(18d) - 2(18d)20BEg· > 0 
28 AOB(18d)2 - 2(1 -1]T )2w4p2 

(1- 1] )w(w + 6)(18) - 2(18)28BEf· > 0 
20A8B(18)2 - 2(1-1])2w4 

(52) 

(53) 

Using (52) and (53) it is easy to show that BEg·/80A > BEf· /80A Thus, from 

(54) it follows that: 

(54) 

which completes the first part of the proposition. For the second part we see that: 

~(E(IIg.) _ E(ll:.)) = 8E(Ug) + 81E(ng) BE~· _ 8E(llf) _ 8E(llf) BEt· 
dOA BOA BEg BOA 80A 8Ef BOA 

(55) 

Note that BE(llg)/BOA = 8E(llg)/80A = O. Using identical reasoning as 

before it follows that IBE(ng)/8EAI > 18E(Uf)/BEAI Also, it is easy to show 

that 18Eg·/80AI > IBEf·/BOAI. Thus, using (55) it follows that: 

(56) 

which completes the proof. o 
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Proposition 7a. For low values of r firms invest more under incompatibility than 

under compatibility. 

Proposition 7b. For low values of r the inefficient firm (Firm A) prefers compat

ibility more strongly than the efficient firm (firm B). Further, this difference 

in preferences increases as the asymmetry in R&D capabilities increases. 

Proof If r is sufficiently small then it is easy to show that E~* < Ef* and similarly 

E&* < Ef·. Using Envelope theorem we have: 

~(E(ll~*) _ E(rr:*») = 8E(ll~) + 81E(rrg) BE&* _ 8E(ITt) _ B1E(ITf) 8Ef· 
d(}A B(}A BE& B(}A 8(}A 8Ef a(}A 

(57) 

Note that: 

Therefore for low values of r it easily follows that: 

(59) 

Also note that : 

8E(llA) 
aEBc = -r2VmE~(1/2 - fJrJ3) - (1 - fJT)(1 - rE~)rpdI2 < 0 (60) 

Also note that for r small alE(IT~)laEB I'V O. Using (57) and (59) it then fol

lows that to complete the proof we only need to show that aEf"'JB(}A > 0 and 

aEB·laUB < O. To check this condition we first specify the first order conditions. 

These are: 

Eta + f3 - 2(}BEf 

Efa + f3 - 2(}AEt 

(61) 

(62) 



where: 

a - Vm (1]/3 - 1/2) + (1 -1])/2 < 0 

(J - Vm (1-1]/2) - (1 -1])/2 

Solving for Ef we get: 

Ef. = (J(a + 20A) 
40AOB -a2 

Clearly, 8EB • /80 B < O. Also note that: 

BEf· 2{J - 40B Ef. 
aOA = 40AOB - a 2 

From (61) and (66) it follows that: 

which completes the proof. 
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(63) 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

(67) 

o 
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APPENDIX C: SCENARIO DESCRIPI10N FOR MINOR R&D 
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Code: ML 

Description of Scenario 

You are the Vice President of Technology Management at Sonodyne Electronics 

Corporation. Your company has just developed a new type of CD called Sonodisk. This 

new product seems to have great potential for generating substantial profits for your 

company. 

As the Vice President of Technology Management you are in charge of successful 

introduction of this new product so as to maximize the returns to your company. 

Currently you must decide on some critical issues which may determine the success or 

failure of Sonodisk. 

In the following pages information about your product, your current and potential 

competition and the issues you face are discussed. 
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THE PRODUCT 

The product that your company has just developed is called Sonodisk. Sonodisk uses an 

advanced digital technology as compared to old fashioned recording techniques that 

created electronic patterns analogous to sound waves. Sonodisk is a major technological 

advancement over conventional CDs in many ways. First, the sound quality of Sonodisk is 

much superior to conventional CDs. Second, unlike conventional CDs Sonodisk can be 

re-recorded by the consumers. Sonodisk conserves on storage space since it is half the 

size of conventional CDs and yet can store the same 74 minutes worth of music. 

Sonodisks are likely to be much cheaper than conventional CDs since the production costs 

of Sonodisks are less than SOOIo of conventional CDs. 

A disadvantage of Sonodisk is that it is incompatible with the present CD technology. In 

other words, consumers have to buy a special Sonodisk player to play Sonodisk. The new 

player will not be able to play conventional CDs. You are however confident t~t 

consumers will be willing to switch to the new technology. A recent consumer survey 

revealed that consumers overwhelmingly prefer Sonodisk to conventional CDs. 

Furthermore, the production costs of Sonodisk are much lower than conventional CDs. 

Consequently, the company can afford to charge a very low price for the product. 

Industry experts estimate that the size of the market to be $400 million. 
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THE COMPETITION 

t. WEDEL CORPORATION 

A week ago you were told that one of your major competitors - Webel Corporation has 

developed a similar product. Webel-Disk also uses a digital technology and provides 

sound quality comparable to yours. Webel Disks can also be re-recorded. Although 

Webel Disks also uses the same technology, Webel Disk players are incompatible with 

Sonodisk. In other words, Webel Disk players cannot play Sonodisks. Similarly, 

Sonodisk players cannot use Webel disks. Also, neither the Sonodisk player nor the 

Webel Disk player can play conventional CDs. 

Since the Webel Disk is comparable in quality to your product you will have to share the 

market with Webel Corporation. In other words, if Webel Disk enters the market you 

expect to get 50% of the $400 million market. 
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THE COMPETITION 

2. UPTRON CORPORATION 

You have also learned that a third competitor - Uptron disk is also trying to develop a 

new type ofeD player. This new product is expected to be much superior in performance 

to both Sonodisk and Webel-Disk. It would be able to store up to 3 hours worth of music 

as compared to 74 minutes for both Sonodisk and Webel Disk. Uptron disk is likely to be 

incompatible with Sonodisk and Webel disk. In other words, the Uptron disk player will 

not play Sonodisk or Webel disk and vice-versa. 

It is expected that if Uptron is successful in developing its product it will pose a serious 

threat to Sonodisk and Webel Disk technologies. If Uptron Disk is successful in the 

market, it is unlikely that either Sonodisk or Webel Disk wiU survive. Patterns in similar 

industry situations suggest that a new firm with similar marketing and technological 

capabilities captures the market lout of 5 times. In other words, there is a 20% chance 

that Uptron will successfully enter the market. 
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As the Vice President of Technology Management at Sonodyne Corporation, you face 

two critical decisions which may substantially impact the chances of success for your 

company. The two types of decisions you need to consider are discussed in detail in the 

following pages. 
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1. Compatibility Decision 

Your Purchase Department has informed you that an independent finn Adapter Inc. has 

developed a new product (known as an adapter) which can be used by Sonodyne 

Corporation to change the product design of Sonodisk. This change in product design 

will make Sonodisk players compatible with Webel Disk players. In other words, 

Sonodisk will b~ able to play Webel disk. Similarly, the adapter will enable Sonodisks to 

be played on Webe1 disk players. 

You realize that this adapter can be used to counteract the threat of entry of 

Uptron disk. If either Sonodyne Corporation or Webel Corporation purchase the adapter 

from Adapter Inc., consumers will need to buy only one type of player to play music 

available in either format. Furthermore, the compatibility which will be achieved through 

the adapter, is also likely to increase the number of different music titles available for both 

the players. Since consumers are ultimately interested in using the Webel Disk and 

Sonodisk players to play quality music, compatibility will substantially increase the utility 

they receive from the two players. 

Industry experts estimate that compatibility is likely to lead to a quick acceptance 

of the Sonodisk and Webel-Disk players. If Sonodisk and Webel-Disk get established, 

Uptron disk will find it more difficult to compete and is therefore less likely to enter. 

Industry experts estimate that if either Webel-Disk or Sonodisk were to become 

compatible the chances of introduction ofUptron disk will reduce from 20010 to 10%. 
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Compatibility between Sonodisk and Webel disk will also impact your revenues 

(and consequently profits). Industry experts estimate that when products become 

compatible, there is much more price competition. For instance, price wars are common 

in personal computer industry among the mM compatible pes. As a result of this price 

competition your revenues in any period decline by 10% if Sonodisk and Webel Disk 

become compatible (see Tables 1 and 2). Thus, if Sonodisk and Webel Disk were to 

remain incompatible the total revenues the firms earn is $200 million. However, when the 

firms become compatible the revenues decline to $180 million due to more intense price 

competition. However, you must also comider that achieving compatibility will also 

increase the chances of survival orboth Sonodisk and Webel-Disk. 

It is estimated that Adapter Inc. should be willing to sell the adapter technology for 

about $400,000. 

Notice that if either Sonodyne Corporation or Webel Corporation buys the 

adapter, both products become compatible. Thus, ifWebel Corporation were to purchase 

the adapter, you can gain the benefits (and losses) of compatibility without purchasing the 

adapter from Adapter Inc. However, you have to make the decision independently since 

you are unaware of We bel Corporation's decisions. 
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You are faced with the decision whether to purchase the adapter. After making 

this decision you also need to consider R&D investments towards product improvement. 
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2. R&D Decisions 

You can also invest in R&D to improve the quality of your product and add new 

features. However, one cannot always be certain that investments in R&D win necessarily 

lead to product improvements. Figure 1 shows how the probability that you will succeed 

in improving your product, changes with investment. Notice that you can increase your 

chances of successful product improvement by investing a larger amount in R&D. 

However, you must also consider the tradeoff between the cost of R&D and the potential 

benefits. 
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While making the R&D decisions you must also consider that Webel Corporation is also 

investing in R&D and is equally efficient in developing product innovations. 

Tables 1 and 2 relate compatibility decisions and R&D outcomes to revenues per period. 

Notice that the revenues depend both on compatibility decisions and R&D decisions. For 

example, if no firm is successful in R&D, then the revenues are $200 million when firms 

are incompatible and $180 million when they are compatible. Also, if Sonodisk succeeds 

in R&D and firms remain incompatible Sonodisk earns a revenue of $320.8 million. In 

contrast, if We bel Disk is successful and Sonodisk is not then Sonodisk will have revenues 

of $80 million if the firms are compatible and $107.60 million if firms remain incompatible. 

If both firms are successful in developing product improvements the revenues of the firms 

remain the same i.e. firms have revenues of $200 million when they are incompatible and 

$180 million when they are compatible. Thus, both compatibility and R&D outcomes 

affect the revenues firms earn. Also notice that the profits that the firms earn are 

calculated by subtracting the cost of R&D and the cost of adapter (if the firm decides to 

purchase an adapter). For example, suppose Sonodisk purchases the adapter and invests 

$1 million in R&D and is not successful in developing a product improvement and Webel 

Disk is successful. In this case, the profits ofSonodisk are (80-1-0.4)=$ 78.6 million. 
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THE DECISIONS 

In order to make these two critical decisions you must consider the following tradeoffs. 

First you must consider that compatibility leads to loss in revenues. In particular, your 

revenues decline by 10% when you become compatible. At the same time compatibility 

can increase the chances of your survival from 8()oA» to 9()oA». Furthermore, you also need 

to consider that only one firm needs to buy the adapter to achieve compatibility. Thus, 

even if you want to make your product compatible, you can save money if your 

competitor buys the adapter before you do. Furthermore, you must also consider that 

compatibility decisions impact the revenues you gain from your investments in R&D (see 

Tables 1 and 2). While making the R&D decision you must consider the tradeoff between 

higher chances of successful product improvement by investing more in R&D and the cost 

of R&D. 
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Tables 1 and 2 provide the revenue when products are incompatible and 

compatible. Notice that if any finn purchases an adapter you get revenues listed 

under Table 2. 

The revenues are in millions of dollars. 

Table I: Products are Incompatible (No adapter) 

Sonodisk 

Uptron is tmsuccesvu1 in R&D (80% probabilil)!,) 

'" Sonodisk and Webel disk are 200.0 

unsuccesful in R&D 

'" Only Sonodisk succeeds in R&D 320.8 

* Only Webel Disk succeeds in R&D 107.6 

* Both Sonodisk and Webel Disk succeed 200.0 

in R&D. 

Webel Disk 

200.0 

107.6 

320.8 

200.0 

Uptron is SllCCesjul in R&D (20%probabilit)l) 0.0 0.0 

Notice that: 

Profits= Revenues-Cost of R&D-Cost of Adapter (if purchased) 
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Tables 1 and 2 provide the revenue when products are incompatible and 

compatible. Notice that if any firm purchases an adapter you get revenues listed 

under Table 2. 

The revenues are in millions of dollan. 

Table 2: Products are Compatible (through an adapter) 

Sonodisk Webel Disk 

Uptron is unsuccedul in R&D (90% probabj/jtJ!) 

* Sonodisk and Webel disk are 180.0 180.0 

unsuccesful in R&D 

* Only Sonodisk succeeds in R&D 320.0 80.0 

* Only Webel Disk succeeds in R&D 80.0 320.0 

* Both Sonodisk and Webel Disk succeed 180.0 180.0 

in R&D. 

Uptron is succeVU1 in R&D aO%probabilit,),!,) 0.0 0.0 

Notice that: 

Profits= Revenues-Cost of R&D-Cost of Adapter (if purchased) 
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THE DECISIONS 

In order to make the decisions, please first change to ypur floppy drive - for example, by 

typing 

A: and hit ENTER. (If your floppy drive is B: then type B: and hit ENTER) 

You will first be asked to input the last four digits of your social security digit numbers. 

However, you can input any four digit integer. 

You will first make the decision whether to purchase the adapter or not. You can indicate 

your choice by typing in the appropriate command. Please use CAPITAL LETTERS 

for entering all your responses. 

After you have made your compatibility decision, the computer will generate your 

competitors decision. Once both of you have made the compatibility decision, each of you 

will be made aware of the other's decision through the computer. After observing this 

decision, you need to choose the amount of investment in R&D. Once both of you have 

made R&D decisions - the revenues will be awarded on the basis of your compatibility 

decision, success of the your R&D efforts your competitor's and the entry decisions of 

Uptron. Tables I and 2 show these revenues. Your profits will be calculated by 

subtracting your expenditures towards R&D and compatibility. 

You will make these decisions for 15 independent periods. After 15 periods the 

game will end. Please answer the questions on the next page before playing the 

simulation game. After completing the simulation game, please fill out the attached 

questionnaire. 

FEEL FREE TO REFER TO THE INFORMATION IN THIS CASE WBll.E 

MAKING YOUR DECISIONS. 
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Please answer the foUowing questions regarding the competitive scenario described 
in the case. Please feel free to refer to the case for answering any of the questions. 

1. Assume that Sonodisk and Webel Disk remain incompatible. Please use the scale 
below to indicate the likelihood that Uptron will succeed in developing the new 
product. 

Quite 
likely 
1 2 3 4 5 

Circle the best answer for the questions 2-4 

6 

Quite 
unlikely 
7 

2. In which of the following two conditions are your per period profits higher? 

8. Webel Disk and Sonodisk become compatible. 
b. Webel Disk and Sonodisk remain incompatible. 

3. In which of the following two conditions will the chances of successful 
introduction ofUptron be higher? 

8. Webel Disk and Sonodisk become compatible. 
b. Webel Disk and Sonodisk remain incompatible. 

4. Please use the scale below to indicate the likelihood that Uptron will succeed in 
developing the new product, if Sonodisk and Webel Disk become compatible? 

Quite 
likely 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

Quite 
unlikely 
7 

5. In which of the following two conditions will you have a higher probability of 
successfully developing the new technology ? 

a. You spend $1 million towards R&D. 
b. You spend $1.5 million towards R&D. 
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Please answer the questions based on tbe scenario description provided in the case 

and the simulation game. 

1. Please rate the clarity of the scenario description provided in the case 
Quite Quite 
Unclear Clear 
1234561 

2. Please rate how realistic you find the following aspects of the study: 

i. making R&D decisions on the basis of descriptions provided in a case scenario 
Quite Quite 
Unrealistic Realistic 
123 4 561 

ii. nature of the competitive environment described in the case scenario 
Quite Quite 
Unrealistic Realistic 
1234561 

iii. nature of competitive reactions to your decisions 
Quite Quite 
Unrealistic Realistic 
1234561 

3. How interesting was the scenario description in the case? 
Quite Quite 
Uninteresting Interesting 
1234561 

4. The information presented in the case was useful in making my R&D decisions. 
Disagree Agree 
1234561 

5. From the time you finished reading the case description approximately how much 
time (in 

minutes) did you take to complete the study? 
minutes ---
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6. Please indicate your level of involvement in the study 
Quite Quite 
ww ID~ 
123 456 7 

7. Did any aspect of the scenario concern you? If yes, please explain in the space 
below. 

Please provide the fonowing information for classification purposes. Your identity will 
not be revealed in any report of this study. 

8. Age: years 
9. MaJelFemale 
10. IDghest level of education: ______ _ 
11. Occupation: _________ _ 
12. Your current position title: ________ _ 
13 . Years in Current Position: -------14. Years of Full Time Work Experience: _____ _ 
15. How familiar are you with the nature of R&D decisions in a high technology 
company? 

Quite 
unfamiliar 
1 2 3 4 5 

Quite 
Familiar 

6 7 

16. Please indicate the extent to which you have first hand experience with making 
R&D 

decisions? 
Little 
Experience 
123 4 5 

Lot of 
Experience 

6 7 

17. Please provide a brief description of your firms' business in the space below. 

Thank you for your tooperation. 
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APPENDIX D: SCENARIO DESCRIPTION FOR BREAKTHROUGH R&D 
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Code: JL. 

Description of Scenario 

You are the Vice President of Technology Management at Sonodyne Electronics 

Corporation. Your company has just developed a new type of CD called Sonodisk. This 

new product seems to have great potential for generating substantial. profits for your 

company. 

As the Vice President of Technology Management you are in charge of successful 

introduction of this new product so as to maximize the returns to your company. 

Currently you must decide on some critical issues which may determine the success or 

failure of Sonodisk. 

In the following pages information about your product, your current and potential 

competition and the issues you face are discussed. 
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THE PRODUCT 

The product that your company has just developed is called Sonodisk. Sonodisk uses an 

advanced digital technology as compared to old fashioned recording techniques that 

created electronic patterns analogous to sound waves. Sonodisk is a major technological 

advancement over conventional CDs in many ways. First, the sound quality of Sonodisk is 

much superior to conventional CDs. Second, unlike conventional CDs Sonodisk can be 

re-recorded by the consumers. Sonodisk conserves on storage space since it is half the 

size of conventional CDs and yet can store the same 74 minutes worth of music. 

Sonodisks are likely to be much cheaper than conventional CDs since the production costs 

of Sonodisks are less than 50% of conventional CDs. 

A disadvantage of Sonodisk is that it is incompatible with the present CD technology. In 

other words, consumers have to buy a special Sonodisk player to play Sonodisk. The new 

player will not be able to play conventional CDs. You are however confident that 

consumers wiD be willing to switch to the new technology. A recent consumer survey 

revealed that consumers overwhelmingly preter Sonodisk to conventional CDs. 

Furthermore, the production costs of Sonodisk are much lower than conventional CDs. 

Consequently, the company can afford to charge a very low price for the product. 

Industry experts estimate that the size of the market to be $400 million. 

I' 
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THE COMPETITION 

1. WEDEL CORPORATION 

A week ago you were told that one of your major competitors M Webel Corporation has 

developed a similar product. WebelMDisk also uses a digital technology and provides 

sound quality comparable to yours. Webel Disks can also be reMrecorded. Although 

Webel Disks also uses the same technology, Webel Disk players are incompatible with 

Sonodisk. In other words, Webel Disk players cannot play Sonodisks. Similarly, 

Sonodisk players cannot use Webel disks. Also, neither the Sonodisk player nor the 

Webel Disk player can play conventional CDs. 

Since the Webel Disk is comparable in quality to your product you will have to share the 

market with Webel Corporation. In other words, if Webel Disk enters the market you 

expect to get 50% of the $400 million market. 
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THE COMPETITION 

2. UPTRON CORPORATION 

You have also learned that a third competitor - Uptron disk is also trying to develop a 

new type of CD player. This new product is expected to be much superior in performance 

to both Sonodisk and Webel-Disk. It would be able to store up to 3 hours worth of music 

as compared to 74 minutes for both Sonodisk and Webel Disk. Uptron disk is likely to be 

incompatible with Sonodisk and Webel disk. In other words, the Uptron disk player will 

not play Sonodisk or Webel disk and vice-versa. 

It is expected that if Uptron is successful in developing its product it will pose a serious 

threat to Sonodisk and Webel Disk technologies. If Uptron Disk is successful in the 

market, it is unlikely that either Sonodisk or Webel Disk will survive. Patterns in similar 

industry situations suggest that a new finn with similar marketing and technological 

capabilities captures the market lout of 5 times. In other words, there is a 20% chance 

that Uptron wi)) successfully enter the market. 
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As the Vice President of Technology Management at Sonodyne Corporation, you face 

two critical decisions which may substantia1ly impact the chances of success for your 

company. The two types of decisions you need to consider are discussed in detail in the 

following pages. 
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1. Compatibility Decision 

Your Purchase Department has infonned you that an independent finn Adapter Inc. has 

developed a new product (known as an adapter) which can be used by Sonodyne 

Corporation to change the product design of Sonodisk. This change in product design 

will make Sonodisk players compatible with Webel Disk players. In other words, 

• Sonodisk will be able to play Webel disk. Similarly, the adapter will enable Sonodisks to 

be played on Webel disk players. 

You realize that this adapter can be used to counteract the threat of entry of 

Uptron disk. If either Sonodyne Corporation or Webel Corporation purchase the adapter 

from Adapter Inc., consumers will need to buy only one type of player to play music 

available in either fonnat. Furthennore, the compatibility which will be achieved through 

the adapter, is also likely to increase the number of different music titles available for both 

the players. Since consumers are ultimately interested in using the Webel Disk and 

Sonodisk players to play quality music, compatibility will substantially increase the utility 

they receive from the two players. 

Industry experts estimate that compatibility is likely to lead to a quick acceptance 

of the Sonodisk and Webel-Disk players. If Sonodisk and Webel-Disk get established, 

Uptron disk will find it more difficult to compete and is theretore less likely to enter. 

Industry experts estimate that if either Webel-Disk or Sonodisk were to become 

compatible the chances of introduction ofUptron disk will reduce from 200A» to }OOA». 
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Compatibility between Sonodisk and Webel disk will also impact your revenues 

(and consequently profits). Industry experts estimate that when products become 

compatible, there is much more price competition. For instance, price wars are common 

in personal computer industry among the mM compatible PCs. As a result of this price 

competition your revenues in any period decline by 10% if Sonodisk and Webel Disk 

become compatible (see Tables 1 and 2). Thus, if Sonodisk and Webel Disk were to 

remain incompatible the total revenues the firms earn is $200 million. However, when the 

firms become compatible the revenues decline to $180 million due to more intense price 

competition. However, you must also consider that achieving compatibility will also 

increase the chances of survival of both Sonodisk and Webel-Disk. 

It is estimated that Adapter Inc. should be willing to sell the adapter technglogy for 

about $8 million. 

Notice that if either Sonodyne Corporation or Webel Corporation buys the 

adapter, both products become compatible. Thus, if Webel Corporation were to purchase 

the adapter, you can gain the benefits (and losses) of compatibility without purchasing the 

adapter from Adapter Inc. However, you have to make the decision independently since 

you are unaware of We bel Corporation's decisions. 
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You are faced with the decision whether to purchase the adapter. After making your 

compatibility decision you need to decide on the level of R&D. The investment in R&D 

can be another means for dealing with the threat of Uptron Disk. 
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2. R&D 

You can also invest in developing a new technology which can rival the technology of 

Uptron disk. If you are successful in developing this new product before Uptron or Webel 

Disk you will easily capture the market. However, one cannot always be certain that 

investments in R&D will necessarily lead to development of new technology. Figure 1 

shows how investments in R&D and the probability of successful development of new 

technology are related. Notice that you can increase your chances of successful product 

improvement by investing a larger amount in R&D. However, you must also consider the 

tradeoff between the cost of R&D and the potential benefits. 

If more than one company succeeds in developing the new technology the 

company which has developed a superior technology will capture the full market. It is 

estimated that each finn has an equal chance of developing a better technology given that 

they have succesfully developed the new product. For example, if aU finns are succesful 

than there is a one third chance that you will have a superior product and will capture the 

full market. Similarily, if We bel Disk and you succeed in developing the new product then 

there is a 50% chance that you will have a superior product and capture the full market. 
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Also notice that product compatibility decisions impact the chances of successful 

introduction of new technology by your company. In particular, compatibility reduces the 

chances of successful introduction of a new technology by you. Thus, when you become 

compatible there is less chance that you will introduce the new technology and capture the 

full market. This is because compatibility increases the value of the present technology and 

consequently it is difficult for any fimt to displace the present technology. Thus, 

compatibility also reduces the chances of successful introduction of the new technology by 

Webel Corporation. In other words, compatibility reduces the chance that Webel 

Corporation will successfully introduce the new technology and drive you out of the 

market. 
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Industry experts estimate that compatibility will reduce the chance of successful 

introduction of the new technology by you or Webel Corporation by 50%. 

While making R&D decisions you must also consider that Webel Corporation is 

also investing in R&D and is equally efficient in developing product innovations. Tables 1 

and 2 relate the compatibility decisions and R&D outcomes to revenues per period. 
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THE DECISIONS 

In order to make these two critical decisions you must consider the following tradeotfs. 

First you must consider that compatibility leads to loss in revenues. At the same time 

compatibility can increase the chances of your survival. Furthermore, you also need to 

consider that only one firm needs to buy the adapter to achieve compatibility. Thus, even 

if you want to make your product compatible, you can save money if your competitor 

buys the adapter before you do. 

Furthermore, you must also consider that compatibility decisions impact the revenues you 

gain from your R&D investments in R&D (see Tables 1 and 2). Tables 1 and 2 relate 

compatibility decisions and R&D outcomes to revenues per period. Notice that the 

revenues depend both on compatibility decisions and R&D decisions. 

For example, if no firm is successful in R&D, then the revenues are $200 million when 

firms are compatible and $180 million when they are incompatible. If any firm succeeds, it 

displaces the other firms and earns revenue of $450 million. Also notice that the profits 

that the firms earn are calculated by subtracting the cost of R&D and the cost of adapter 

(if the firm decides to purchase an adapter). 
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You must also consider that compatibility reduces the chances that you will be able to 

successfully introduce the new technology. At the same time compatibility also reduces 

the chances that Webel Corporation will successfully introduce the new technology and 

drive you out of the market. While making the R&D decision you must consider the 

tradeoff between higher chances of successful product improvement by investing more in 

R&D and the cost of R&D. 
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Tables 1 and 2 provide the revenue when products are incompatible and 

compatible. Notice t,!lat if any firm purcbases an adapter you get revenues listed 

under Table 2. 

The revenues are in miUions of doUan. 

Table 1: Products are Incompatible (No adapter) 

Sonodisk Webel Disk 

Uptron js unsucces:(ul jn R&D (80% probabjfit)!) 

'" Sonodisk and WebeJ disk are both 200.0 200.0 

unsuccessful in R&D 

* Sonodisk succeeds with a better 

product. 450.0 0.0 

* WebeJ Disk succeeds with a 

better product. 0.0 450.0 

Uptron js SUccesVUI ;n R&D (2Q%probabilit)!) 

* Uptron Disk has a superior product 0.0 0.0 

III Webel Disk has a superior product 0.0 450.0 

.. Sonodisk has a superior product 450.0 0.0 

Notice that: 

Proflts= Revenues-Cost of R&D-Cost of Adapter (if purchased) 
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Tables 1 and 2 provide the revenue when products are incompatible and 

compatible. Notice that if any fmn purchases an adapter you get revenues listed 

under Table 2. 

The revenues are in millions of dollan. 

Table 2: Products are Compatible (through an adapter) 

Sonodisk Webel Disk 

Uptron is unsucce~ in R&D (90%probabj/ilJ!,) 

* Sonodisk and Webel disk are both 180.0 180.0 

unsuccessful in R&D 

* Sonodisk succeeds with a better 

product. 450.0 0.0 

* Webel Disk succeeds with a 

better product. 0.0 450.0 

Uptron is succesqul in R&D (JO%prohabj/ifJl) 

* Uptron Disk has a superior product 0.0 0.0 

• Webel Disk has a superior product 0.0 450.0 

if Sonodisk has a superior product 450.0 0.0 

Notice that: 

Proflts= Revenues-Cost of R&D-Cost of Adapter (if purchased) 
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Cost of R&D va Probability of Success 
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FIGURE 1 

The investment levels are in millions of dollars 
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THE DECISIONS 

In order to make the decisions, please first change to ypur floppy drive - for example, by 

typing 

A: and hit ENTER. (If your floppy drive is B: then type B: and hit ENTER) 

You will first be asked to input the last four digits of your social security digit numbers. 

However, you can input any four digit integer. 

You will first make the decision whether to purchase the adapter or not. You can indicate 

your choice by typing in the appropriate command. Please use CAPITAL LETI'ERS 

for entering all your responses. 

After you have made your compatibility decision, the computer will generate your 

competitors decision. Once both of you have made the compatibility decision, each of you 

will be made aware of the other's decision through the computer. After observing this 

decision, you need to choose the amount of investment in R&D. Once both of you have 

made R&D decisions - the revenues will be awarded on the basis of your compatibility 

decision, success of the your R&D efforts your competitor's and the entry decisions of 

Uptron. Tables 1 and 2 show these revenues. Your profits will be calculated by 

subtracting your expenditures towards R&D and compatibility. 

You will make these decisions for IS independent periods. After 15 periods the 

game will end. Please answer the questions on the next page before playing the 

simulation game. After completing the simulation game, please :fill out the attached 

questionnaire. 

FEEL FREE TO REFER TO THE INFORMATION IN THIS CASE WHILE 

MAKING YOUR DECISIONS. 
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Please answer the following questions regarding the competitive scenario described 
in the case. Please feel free to refer to the case for answering any of the questions. 

1. Assume that Sonodisk and Webel Disk remain incompatible. Please use the scale 
below to indicate the likelihood that Uptron will succeed in developing the new 
product. 

Quite 
likely 
1 2 3 4 5 

Quite 
unlikely 

6 7 

Please circle the best answer for the questions 2-5. 

2. In which of the following two conditions are your profits per period higher given 
that no one has succeeded in R&D. 
a. Webel Disk and Sonodisk become compatible. 
b. Webel Disk and Sonodisk remain incompatible. 

3. In which of the following two conditions will the chances of successful 
introduction ofUptron be higher? 
a. Webel Disk and Sonodisk become compatible. 
b. Webel Disk and Sonodisk remain incompatible. 

4. In which of the following two conditions will the chances that )!QU will successfully 
introduce the new technology be higher? 
a. Webel Disk and Sonodisk become compatible. 
b. Webel Disk and Sonodisk remain incompatible. 

5. In which of the following two conditions will the chances that WebeJ Disk will 
successfully introduce the new technology be higher? 
a. Webel Disk and Sonodisk become compatible. 
b. Webel Disk and Sonodisk remain incompatible. 

6. In which of the following two conditions will you have a higher probability of 
developing 

the new technology? 
a. You spend $100 million towards R&D. 
b. You spend $150 million towards R&D. 
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Please answer the questions based on the scenario description provided in the case 

and the simulation game. 

1. Please rate the clarity of the scenario description provided in the case 
Quite Quite 
Unclear Clear 
1234567 

2. Please rate how realistic you find the following aspects of the study: 

i. making R&D decisions on the basis of descriptions provided in a case scenario 
Quite Quite 
Unrealistic Realistic 
1234567 

ii. nature of the competitive environment described in the case scenario 
Quite Quite 
Unrealistic Realistic 
1234567 

iii. nature of competitive reactions to your decisions 
Quite Quite 
Unrealistic Realistic 
1234567 

3. How interesting was the scenario description in the case? 
Quite Quite 
Uninteresting Interesting 
1234567 

4. The information presented in the case was useful in making my R&D decisions. 
Disagree Agree 
1234567 

5. From the time you finished reading the case description approximately how much 
time (in 

minutes) did you take to complete the study? 
minutes ---
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6. Please indicate your level of involvement in the study 
Quite Quite 
Low High 
1234567 

7. Did any aspect of the scenario concern you? If yes, please explain in the space 
below. 

Please provide the following infonnation for classification purposes. Your identity will 
not be revealed in any report of this study. 

8. Age: years 
9. MaleIFemaIe 
10. Highest level of education: ______ _ 
11. Occupation: _________ _ 
12. Your current position title: ________ _ 
13. Years in Current Position: ______ _ 
14. Years of Full Time Work Experience: _____ _ 
15. How familiar are you with the nature of R&D decisions in a high technology 
company? 

Quite 
unfamiliar 
1 2 3 4 5 

Quite 
Familiar 

6 7 

16. Please indicate the extent to which you have first hand experience with making 
R&D 

decisions? 
Little 
Experience 
123 4 5 

Lot of 
Experience 

6 7 

17. Please provide a brief description of your finns' business in the space below. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 
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